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Crisis in Latin America's 'Southern Cone'

The Downfall of Allende and the Return of Peron
By Gerry Foley

The crisis point in Latin America
in 1973 was in the "Southern Cone"

of the continent, comprising primarily
Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay.
In Chile, the right continued the of

fensive that it had begun in October
1972 and carried it to a conclusion,

overthrowing the popular-front gov
ernment of Salvador Allende. The

workers parties supported by almost
half the population were driven under
ground by a savage reign of terror.

In this same period, in combating
the rightist offensive, the Chilean work
ers went to the brink of establishing

their own direct control over society.

In This Issue

of replacing the apparatus of the bour
geois state with organs of workers and
popular power.

Between October 1972 and Septem

ber 1973, Chilean society became po

larized between the two fundamental

classes: the workers pressing to re

organize the economy in accordance

with their interests, that is, to conduct

a socialist revolution, and the bour

geoisie pressing to contain the labor
movement and force it back into sub

ordination.

The more inexorably this polariza

tion developed, the more desperately

the reformist leaderships of the
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working-class parties tried to find ways
of avoiding the essential choices,
chasing after ever more elusive class-
collaborationist deals. When the in

evitable showdown came, the disori

ented workers were left without lead

ership or direction in the face of a

deadly military machine whose com

manders were determined to "restore

order" no matter what the cost.

The Allende regime was the latest
of a series of bourgeois nationalist

regimes toppled by U. S. imperialism
and its native allies in the last two

decades. Various factors gave it more

staying power than most of its pre

decessors.

In the first place, Allende's accession
to the presidency took place in the

context of a powerful rise of the orga

nized labor movement. Secondly, it

came in the context of the political

weakness of U. S. imperialism resulting

1973 in Review

In this issue of Intercontinental

Press, the last one of 1973, we pre
sent six articles summarizing the

major events and trends that typi

fied world politics throughout the
year.

Within this context and the limited

space available, it has been neces
sary to omit a resume of some

events that in themselves deserve

extensive treatment: The strug

gle against colonialism in Africa,
the experience of the labor party

governments in Australia and New
Zealand, the continuing rise of the
Qu^b^cois national struggle, and the

instability of capitalism's inter

national monetary system are ob

vious examples.

In the coming year. Intercontinen

tal Press will continue to report and

analyze developments in these and

all other areas of world politics.

After a two-week break, we will re

sume publication with the issue

dated January 14.
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from its failure to crush the Vietnamese

revolution.

Moreover, with the growing radical-

ization in Latin America and the

experience of several moderately anti-

imperiaiist regimes being overthrown

with direct or indirect U. S. help in the
previous period, both Washington and
the Chilean left were more wary.

In this situation, influential currents

developed to the left of the reformist

leaderships and obstructed their at

tempts to demobilize the masses or to

contain the mass mobilizations within

narrow limits. The largest of these

currents were the left wing of the So

cialist party and the Castroist MIR

(Movimiento de Izquierda Revo-

iucionaria —Movement of the Revolu

tionary Left).

As the strongest coherent center on
the far left, the MIR exercised a major

influence and effectively criticized and

exposed many aspects of the reformism

of Allende and the Communist party,
on which the Socialist president came

to base himself more and more.

But neither the SP left wing nor

the MIR went beyond left centrism
to build an effective alternative lead

ership based on a revolutionary pro

gram.

In a long series of articles. Inter

continental Press analyzed the devel
opment of the rightist offensive,

pointing out the dangers of the class-

collaborationist policy of Ailende and

the Communist party. Several articles
explained why the workers had to be

armed to defend themselves against
attacks by the bourgeois military and
the rightist goon squads.

Almost every major article warned
that the military could not be trusted

to defend the government, that only
the independent organization of the

working class and the poor masses
could block a reacticnary coup d'etat.
In this situation, the main workers

organizations that arose were the cor-

dones industriales (organs of work

ers management in local industrial

concentrations). Intercontinental Press

followed the development of these key
formations step by step in reports from
the exiled Peruvian revolutionary lead
er Hugo Blanco, who was active in

one of the most important and politi-
caliy advanced cordones, the Cordbn

Vicufia Mackenna in Santiago.
Blanco and Eduardo Gonzales, an

other exiled Trotskyist leader active

in the cordones, reported regularly

on the development of the class con

frontation in Chile.

Throughout 1973, moreover. Inter

continental Press published the key

political statements of Chilean work

ers organizations and left forces.

These statements included the mani

festo issued by the Cordbn Vicuna
in the aftermath of the June 29 trial-

run coup, as well as the declaration
of representatives of ali political ten-

SALVADOR ALLENDE

dencies present in the cod6n in sup

port of this program.
The manifesto projected a strategy

for countering the rightist offensive

that might have prevented the coup
if it had been taken up more widely

and if the leadership had existed to

implement it:

"1. All plants will become part of
the social sector of the economy; not

one plant that is important for the

workers will remain in the hands of

the bourgeoisie.

"2. Workers Leadership. Production

and distribution will remain in the

hands of the workers, and the peopie
will exercise complete control over

community territory.

"3. Popular Militia. The organized
people must protect their gains. Create

a Defense Committee and arm it in

every industry and neighborhood.

"4. The leadership of the defense,
and the advance of the people will

be assured only if they rest in the
hands of the organized working class."

Intercontinental Press also published
a declaration of the PSR (Partido So-

cialista Revolucionario— Revolution

ary Socialist party, the Chilean sec

tion of the Fourth International) ex

plaining the need for developing the
cordones into the basis of workers

power.

Another important statement pub
lished in Intercontinental Press was

the call of Independencia Obrera, the
paper of the Trotskyist caucus in the
Cordon Vicufia Mackenna, for orga

nizing a defense for the sailors vic
timized in Valparaiso because they
had opposed the putschist plans of
their officers.

This affair was one of the last cru

cial tests of strength between the left

and the right, whose plans for a mili

tary take-over were entering the final

stage. When, instead of protecting its
supporters in the ranks of the armed

forces, the government backed their

persecutors in an attempt to woo the

top brass, the rightist officers' hand
was immensely strengthened for sup

pressing ali opposition from the en

listed men.

The accounts of the victimized sailors

and their attorneys, which were first
made public in Chile Hoy and theMIR
press, were published in Intercontinen

tal Press. At the same time, the

strengths and weaknesses of the cam

paign the MIR tried to develop in

defense of the anticoup sailors in the

last weeks before September 11 were

analyzed in this magazine.

In the wake of the coup, our cor
respondent in Chile, Hugo Blanco,
became one of the junta's "most wanted

Marxists." The reactionary press gave

a falsified picture of the personal his
tory of this Trotskyist leader and peas

ants union organizer, portraying him
as the mastermind of the Chiiean guer

rilla groups. The September 30 issue

of the right-wing Santiago daily La

Tercera de la Hora ran Blanco's pic

ture with the following caption:

"Hugo Bianco Galdbs, the Peruvian

activist who entered our country last
October after escaping from a prison

in his country [actually he was ex

pelled by the Argentine government
for criticizing the Peruvian regime in

the Buenos Aires press], was chosen

December 24, ]973



in 1970 by the MIR as a leader and

technical adviser.

"The political police report that there
was a conspiracy last year to kidnap

a Chilean diplomat in Lima to ex

change for this guerrilla, who later

escaped from the impregnable El Fron-

t6n prison. The activist is said to still

be in Chile traveling with the fugitive
Carlos Altamirano [the leader of the
SP left wing]."
Fortunately Blanco and a couple of

his closest associates had not been

taken by surprise by the coup and had

planned an escape route. In Mexico

City at the end of September they
talked to a correspondent of Inter
continental Press, giving a first anal

ysis of the military take-over and its

effects. (See "Eyewitness Account of
Repression in Chile," IP, October 8,
1973.)

In Mexico City and later in Sweden,
his new place of exile, Hugo Blanco

has appealed for solidarity with the

victims of the junta's terror.

The Swedish press, which has given

extensive and prominent coverage to

Blanco's escape from Chile and his
arrival in Sweden and to his political

analyses of the situation that led up

to the coup, has been one of the best

sources of information about the jun

ta's atrocities.

The courageous Swedish journalist

Bobi Sourander, correspondent for the
Stockholm Dagens Nyheter, was jailed
by the regime for a couple of weeks

in the National Stadium in Chile,

which the junta has used as an im

provised prison camp.

Virtually all of Sourander's accounts

of life in the concentration camps and

in the terrorized workers neighbor

hoods have been reprinted in Intercon

tinental Press.

An interesting report by Sourander's
replacement. Mats Holmberg, on the

way the coup affected an important

mining center was pubiished in our
December 10 issue. In addition, we

have published the reports gathered
by committees organizing protests

against the repression, such as the

Peruvian section of the Movimiento

Latinoamericano para la Defensa de
los Derechos Humanos (Latin Ameri

can Movement for the Defense of Hu

man Rights), as well as the statement
of the political prisoners in Valdivia
smuggled out by a Swedish technical
aid worker.

In the wake of the coup and the

mass roundups of socialist and trade-
union activists in Chile, the grave

problem of finding a country of asy
lum faces thousands of Chileans and

Latin American political exiles who
had been granted refuge by the Allen-

de government. In the months since

the military take-over. Intercontinen

tal Press has reported the difficulties

of the refugees from Chile in finding

a place to settle, especially in Argen-
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tina, which is the most convenient and

accessible place of exUe.
Despite its claims of sympathy for

the fallen anti-imperialist government

in Chile, the Peronist regime has not

only failed to aid Chilean political ref
ugees in securing asylum but it has

held fugitives from the junta's terror
in shameful conditions in the Argen

tine Embassy in Santiago and in spe

cial detention centers in Argentina it

self. These conditions were graphical

ly described in a letter from a young
mother trapped in the Santiago em
bassy that we republished from an

Argentine left magazine.
Less than four months after the

coup, it is becoming clear that the
junta is having serious difficulties in
maintaining its middle-class social
base and in "pacifying" the country.

In particular, the disastrous decline
in the standard of living of the Chil

ean masses since the take-over has be

gun to worry the junta and its backers

in Washington and in international fi
nancial circles. A series of articles in

Intercontinental Press have taken up

the economic problems facing the jun

ta.

There is less information about the

processes that have been going on in

the Chilean left parties that have been
driven underground. But a reporter

for the French Trotskyist weekly

Rouge managed to get an interview
in Chile with leaders of the MIR, which

was published in translation in Inter

continental Press.

The defeat of the Chilean workers

in the week of September 11 was a
stunning blow for which the Commu
nist party in Chile and its mentors

in the Kremlin hold full responsibility.
They betrayed the Chilean revolution

by presenting Allende's popular-front
government as a model of peaceful

transition to socialism. Two long ar
ticles in Intercontinental Press dealt

with the implications of the Chilean

defeat for the CPs in the region as

well as for Moscow and Stalinist par
ties around the world.

At the same time that the rightist
offensive was gathering momentum in
Chile, the military dictatorship in Ar
gentina was completing its retreat in

the face of a growing popular mo
bilization. The radicalization that

erupted in May 1969 with the protests
against higher prices in the University

of Corrientes cafeteria and that peaked
in the Cbrdoba uprisings of June 1969

and May 1971 forced the military and

the Argentine bourgeoisie to try to
find a political formula that could
win some popular support for the re

gime.

The generals and their bourgeois
backers came up with the CAN (Gran
Acuerdo Nacional — Great National

Accord), a class-collaborationist

scheme that involved bringing back

the ousted populist caudillo Juan Pe-
ron and returning to a Bonapartist
type of parliamentary rule.

The deal originally included the mil

itary sharing governmental power

with the Peronists, but the minuscule

vote for the candidates backed by the

military in the March 11 general elec

tions coupled with the gigantic popu

lar upsurge in May when Chmpora,

the Peronist candidate, was officially

inaugurated forced the generals to give

Intercontinental Press



up any hope of holding on to direct
governmental power.

The popular pressure had become

overwhelming. Although a series of
assassinations of top military com

manders by guerrilla groups before
the elections had brought threats from

right-wing officers of renewed repres
sion, mass demonstrations in the after

math of the inauguration forced an

unconditional amnesty for all politi

cal prisoners, including guerrillas who

had been held in Argentina's dun

geons for years.

The jockeying for position between
the military and the Peronists in this

period was followed step by step by

Intercontinental Press.

The shift in the methods of rule

by the Argentine bourgeoisie presented

a challenge to the left groups that had

become accustomed to fighting an

open military dictatorship.

In particular, the guerrilla groups

underwent a number of changes in
this period. In the first place, the

united front of the guerrilla organiza
tions that had developed under the dic

tatorship split up. The Peronist guer

rillas of the Montoneros and the FAR

(Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias —

Revolutionary Armed Forces) and
other groups gave political allegiance

to the new government, although they

declared their intention of maintain

ing their armed organization.
The Peronist organizations took a

sharply critical, even threatening, at
titude toward the guerrilla groups that
refused to accept the political leader
ship of Perdn.

In this period also, the main non-
Peronist guerrilla organization, the
ERP (Ejdrcito Revolucionario del Pue

blo—People's Revolutionary Army)
went through a series of splits. One
split appeared when a section of the

organization calling itself the ERP-22
(for August 22, 1972, the date of the

massacre of the guerrillas recaptured
after a break from the Rawson prison)
came out in support of the Peronist

candidates. It campaigned for them in
its own way, by a commando raid

on an anti-Peronist newspaper, among
other things.

Although it did not become general
ly known until later, the Fraccion Ro-

ja (Red Faction) also broke away
from the ERP in this period. In the
summer of 1973, the main body of
the ERP led by Roberto Santucho for

mally disaffiliated from the Fourth

International, while the Fraccidn Roja
continued to consider itself part of

the international Trotskyistmovement.

The explanation that the Fraccion Ro

ja gave for its break with the ERP

and its description of the incidents sur

rounding it were published in Inter

continental Press.

Two groupings proposed a left al

ternative to the Peronists in the March

,4 &
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PERON: Aging dictator brought out of
retirement.

11 general elections. The Communist

party was the central organizing force
in the Alianza Popular Revolucionaria
(APR —People's Revolutionary Al
liance), a popular-front type combi
nation composed primarily of bour

geois liberals, including the Christian

Democrats who backed the rightist

military coup of 1955.

The APR won about 7 percent of the

vote but did not emerge as a coherent

political force. Its program, as the

Communist party leaders themselves

proclaimed, repeated the promises of

the Peronists. In the special presiden

tial elections of September 20, which

was in effect a second round of the

March elections, the APR and the Com

munist party supported Peron.

The only clear alternative in the
elections was offered by the PST (Par-

tido Socialista de los Trabajadores—

Socialist Workers party, a sympathiz
ing organization of the Fourth Inter
national). As soon as the government
opened the way for the elections, the
PST mobilized to win ballot status.

Once it won the status of a legal par

ty by signing up 30,000 supporters,

it offered its place on the ballot to in
dependent workers candidates. It
called for forming a "workers and so

cialist pole" to give political representa

tion to the workers, who were mobi

lizing in militant trade-union struggles
throughout the country, and to offer
a leadership that genuinely represent

ed the interests of these struggles and

was not subordinated to Peron's bour

geois movement.

Some 2,200 candidates ran on the

PST ticket, including various promi

nent strike leaders. A significant num
ber of militant workers and youth as

sembled around its program of inde
pendent working-class political action

and of fighting for a revolutionary

workers government.

Although the PST ticket, headed by

Juan Carlos Coral and Nora Chiap-

pone, won, according to the official
count, only a little more than half
a percent of the vote, or about 80,-
000 votes, it brought more solid re

sults and made a more lasting impact

than the 7 percent won by the CP's
coalition with the old proimperialist

liberals.

The non-Peronist guerrillas and the
ultraleft groups called for various

forms of abstention.

In the period leading up to the Sep
tember presidential elections, the PST
called on Agustin Tosco, the country's
best-known non-Peronist union leader,

to head an independent workers ticket.
When he refused under CP pressure,
it ran Jos6 Pdez, the leader of the 1971

Cdrdoba uprising, along with Coral.

In the September elections, the PST

vote rose to almost 200,000. Absten

tion dropped to a record low, and

the right-wing direction of the Peronist
leadership became clearer.

The contradictions in the Peronist

movement took a spectacular turn
when the old caudillo returned to the

country. The mass rally organized

to greet him at the Ezeiza airport

broke up when right-wing Peronist

goons opened fire on the left-wing con
tingents headed by the Peronist guer
rilla groups.

Although Perdn's statements in the

December 24, 1973



aftermath of the Ezeiza massacre were

ambiguous, he implicitly put theblame

for the incident on its principal vic
tims, the left Peronists, not on the right

ist goons organized by the Peronist

political and trade-union bureaucracy.

Almost immediately after this, the cau-

dillo began to push into the back

ground the liberal and leftish figures

who had kept the Peronist movement

going during the years of military

repression. In their place the trade-

union bureaucrats and right-wing no

tables whose opposition to the mili

tary dictatorship was less than in

transigent were brought to the fore.

It became obvious that Peron had

not returned to realize the ideals of

the Peronist resistance.

The shift to the right was bound
up with the political operation by

which Hector Cdmpora was persuaded

to resign in order to allow Peron to

take the presidency directly, with his

wife as vice-president. The liberal min
ister of the interior, who had prom

ised an end to repression, was re

moved. The right-wing Peronists start

ed up an offensive against the liberal
Peronist provincial governors, trying
in particular to force them to purge

their administrations of "leftists."

Within a few days after his election
as president, Perdn issued a circular

declaring "war on Marxism" and call
ing for a ruthless purge of leftists
from the Peronist movement. Taking
the mysterious murder of the Peronist

trade-union bureaucrat Josd Rucci as

a pretext, right-wing Peronist goon

squads began a series of terrorist at

tacks on the left both inside and out

side of the Peronist movement.

Parallel to this, actions of the type
associated with the guerrilla groups
have continued and in the most re

cent period have even increased. Their

political objectives and impact, how
ever, remain unclear.

In the months since Perdn's election,

the PST has concentrated on giving
orientation to the battles of the work

ers and students resisting the efforts
by the Peronist authorities to clamp

down on independent mobilizations
and to isolate and victimize the ac

tivists.

The retreat of the military dictator
ship and the maneuvers of Peron and

the Argentine bourgeoisie to find po
litical formulas for "pacifying" the

country have been followed very close

ly by Intercontinental Press in the past
year. The campaign demanding the

release of the Argentine political pris
oners, in particular, was covered step
by step.

The political platform and the main

programmatic statements of the PST

were presented, as well as the com

muniques and declarations of the var

ious guerrilla groups, including the

statement by ERP-22 in support of

the Peronists, and the Fraccidn Ro-

ja's explanation of its split from the
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ERP. The statements of Roberto San-

tucho were also reported in detail.

Intercontinental Press paid particu

lar attention to the wave of factory

occupations and independent workers

struggles that coincided with the re

treat of the dictatorship. In this we

relied heavily on the reports of the

Argentine Trotskyists who were in

volved in leading many of the most

important actions.

Nineteen seventy-three was also a

crucial year in the third country of

the Southern Cone, Uruguay. Uru
guay's traditional parliamentary form

of government, which had been de

caying since the drop in the world

price for the country's principal pro

ducts in the 1960s, was finally abol

ished by a military coup. A half-spon
taneous general strike petered out

while the Communist party-dominated
union leadership waited for a "Peru

vian" reformist current to appear

among the putschist military officers.

Thus, only a few months before the

only other mass CP in Latin America

led the workers unarmed and unpre

pared into a slaughter, the Uruguay

an CP presided over a humiliating

surrender to the military government

established in June.

Intercontinental Press covered the

confrontation between the military and

the workers and left parties as well

as the repression that followed the

military take-over in Uruguay.

In Peru and Bolivia, military gov

ernments established in the preceding
period remained in power in 1973.

These regimes were established by
very different types of coups. The one
in Bolivia was staged to repress the
revolutionary process that had been

developing since the failure of the reac

tionary coup d'etat led by General

Miranda in October 1970. On the oth

er hand, the Peruvian coup represent

ed a shift from the crude repression

of the 1960s, and it ushered in a

period of anti-imperialist demagogy

and reformist experimentation. None

theless, in 1973, both regimes under

went a similar process of erosion.

As the Banzer regime, after seizing

power in the coup of August 1971,

moved to impose an austerity policy,
the labor movement reorganized and

fought back. In October 1972, only

a little more than a year after the

coup, the regime was already forced

to make concessions to the workers.

In 1973, splits began appearing in
the junta. Colonel Andr6 Selich, who

sported Che Guevara's watch as a
trophy from the days when his Rang
er unit hunted down, captured, and

killed the heroic guerrilla leader, was

himself murdered by the political po
lice. He was beaten to death by cops

investigating a plot against Banzer.

("We hope that the high authorities

will be able to understand that if we

displayed any excessive zeal in per

forming our duty," the police tortur

ers said in their confession, "we ask

God to forgive us. We did not mean

to kill him.")

In the final months of 1973, under

the pressure of the reviving labor

movement and the sharpening com-

tntercontinental Press



petition between Brazil and Argentina

for access to Bolivian natural re

sources, the coalition backing the jun

ta split. In November, the leaders of

the MNR (Movimiento Nacionalista

Revolucionario — Revolutionary Na
tionalist Movement, an old populist
party turned reactionary) announced

that their party was withdrawing from
the government and adopting a "criti

cal" stance.

Only the FSB (Falange Socialista

Boliviana — Bolivian Socialist Pha-
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BANZER: Support dwindles.

lanx, a rightist, pro-Brazilian party
based in the province of Santa Cruz,

which borders Brazil) continued to
support Banzer. In this situation the

regime seems to be unable to find a

political formula for broadening its

support. And at the same time, the

militancy of the labor movement con

tinues to grow, along with uneasiness

in the military.

During 1973 it became fully clear
that the Banzer government has failed
to stabilize the situation in the most

volatile country in Latin America and

that the chronic crisis in Bolivia

threatens to erupt again in the near
future in an acute form.

Next to the Chilean popular front,
the reformist junta in Peru has been

the Stalinist parties' brightest hope of

December 24, ] 973

"peaceful change leading to socialism
in Latin America."

In its reformist experiments, the dem

agogic military regime has benefited

from the uncritical support of almost
all the left and even from prominent
former guerrilla leaders like Hector

B6jar. Only small far-left groups, in
cluding especially the Trotskyists led
by Hugo Blanco, have opposed the
junta's claims to represent the interests

of the exploited masses in Peru.

The militant high-school teachers

movement, closely linked with the

radicalizing youth, has given the "pro
gressive" junta its toughest opposition.
In defiance of the government's class-

collaborationist paternalism, it has

waged an intransigent fight for recog
nition of its right to free collective

bargaining.

The government succeeded in break

ing the teachers' strike in September

1972 by heavy-handed repression, in
cluding deportation of the union lead

ers and of Hugo Blanco, who had

spoken out in defense of the union.

But within little more than a year,
in November 1973, the militant teach

ers struck again, sparking a general
strike in Arequipa, as well as other

sympathy walkouts that paralyzed
much of southern Peru.

With U. S. imperialism drawing a
tighter rein on reformist experiments
since the Chile coup and with the

trade-union movement getting out of
its control, the Peruvian junta seemed

to be losing its equilibrium. At the

same time, its "anti-imperialist" pres
tige was apparently beginning to
wane.

In Colombia and Venezuela, con

servative bourgeois parliamentary re
gimes remained relatively stable

throughout 1973. However, the tem

perature of working-class and student

struggles rose, in Venezuela in particu
lar. In both countries, conservative

parliamentary rule went hand in hand

with considerable political repression,
and the defense of political prisoners
was an important part of left activity.
The Colombian government claimed
to have crushed the last guerrilla

groups, and it staged a large trial

of accused guerrilla activists.

At the same time, however, Colom
bian peasants carried out a wave of

land occupations, and the powerful

student struggles of last year were fol

lowed up by a major teachers' strike.

In Venezuela, illegal strikes rose

from 1,000 to 38,000 in the past three

years and there were signs of a deep

ening radicalization among the youth.

Political life was dominated by prepa

rations for the December general elec

tions, which were touted by U. S. im-

BORDABERRY: Uruguayan president
abolished parliament.

perialism as a model of "two-party
democracy" for Latin America.
In order to gain some credibility for

their parliamentary maneuver, the

Venezuelan bourgeoisie had to permit

freer political activity than usual, and

in this situation a bloc made up of left

dissidents expelled from the Commu

nist party and of former guerrillaists

tried to put forward a socialist alter

native in the elections. Their ticket

won about 6 percent of the vote.

The Venezuelan Trotskyist organi

zation, which grew rapidly in 1973,

forming itself into the PST (Partido

Socialista de los Trabajadores — So
cialist Workers party), gave critical



support to the socialist alternative.
In particular, the PST tried to offer

a consistent program to the radicali
zing elements drawn around the MAS
(Movimiento al Socialismo —Move
ment Toward Socialism) campaign

and to combat the class-collaboration

ist theories of its centrist leaders, who

have now begun to move rather rapid
ly to the right.

In Brazil, the keystone of U. S. im
perialist policy in Latin America, the
repressive military government appar

ently retained firm control throughout
1973, and there was littie news of
struggles within the country. However,
Intercontinental Press carried several

articles reporting the continued inter
national protests against the perma

nent repression on which the relative
"prosperity" in Brazil is based. Other
articles analyzed the contradictions of
Brazilian economic development and

trends, such as increased Japanese in

vestment, that are likely to create prob

lems for U. S. imperialism in the fu-

In all, despite the grave defeats of

the workers movement in Uruguay

and Chile, U. S. imperialism and its
native allies did not succeed in 1973

in making any clear progress toward

reversing the general radicalization in

the Latin American region. And pro

cesses seemed to be developing in sev

eral countries that could lead in 1974

to important advances for the revo

lutionary organizations and the work

ers and peasants movements. □

Bureaucratic Leaders Unable to Stem Mass Mobilizations

A Year of Class Confrontations in West Europe
By Jon Rothschild

Early in the year Henry Kissinger
declared that he and his discredited
boss intended 1973 to be the "year of
Europe." By that he meant that U. S.
imperialism, faced with increased com
petition from its West European allies
on both the diplomatic and economic
fields, would move to "reshape" the
Atlantic Alliance and establish a new,
durable equilibrium.

For Washington the "year of Eu
rope" counted as one more failure for
the Nixon gang. By the end of 1973
the NATO alliance was more shaky
than ever, as the interimperialist ri
valries simmering within it rose to
the surface after the October War in
the Arab East.

The European capitalist classes,
while somewhat cool to the Nixon-
Kissinger "game plan," also had big
plans for 1973. The Common Market
was to take big steps forward toward
unifying Western Europe; there was
ever more talk about the need for
the European powers to develop a
common foreign policy and a united
approach to the economic problems
affecting the region.

But the schemes of the West Eu
ropean ruling classes fared little better
than those of the Nixon gang. The
central requirement of the capitalist
plan was to make the workers pay
for the measures necessary to deal
with the deepening economic crisis,
an exigency that in turn required polit
ical repression, derailing of the work

ers movement, or both. It may be
said that the Stalinist and Social
Democratic misleaders of the workers
movement did their best to accom
modate the ruling classes. But the
deepening radicalization of young
workers and students undercut the re

formists' ability to keep the mass
movement in check.

In France, the workers struggle was
not halted by the March electoral cam
paign; French high schoolers, univer
sity students, and apprentices took to
the streets in some of the largest dem
onstrations since May 1968, chal
lenging the increased militarization of
French society. December 6 saw a
general strike against the Pompidou
government's economic policies and
a march of more than 400,000 work
ers through Paris.

In Britain large sections of the labor
movement rejected the Heath govern
ment's attempts to make them absorb
the costs caused by the antiquated
structure of British industry and the
unfavorable world position of British
capitalism. The "energy crisis," com
bined with the refusal of the coal
miners to capitulate to Tory black
mail, had plunged the country into
one of the most serious social crises
in its modern history.

In West Germany, the working class,
which for so long had lagged behind
its French, British, and Italian counter
parts, began to show clear signs of

revitalization. In Italy, the ruling class
had still not resolved its semiperma
nent governmental crisis, nor had it
defused the militancy of the labor
movement, particularly in the north.

Even in formerly relatively quiescent
countries, such as Denmark and Fin
land, 1973 saw strike struggles of
unprecedented scope and militancy.

But the workers movement took steps
forward not only in a quantitative
sense. New forms of struggle appeared
that brought the demand for workers
control of industry and for equiliza-
tion of wage scales to the fore. The
beacon light of this development was
the fight of the workers at the Lip
watchmaking plant in Besangon in
eastern France, who proved that the
workers could manage a factory as
well as produce its goods, and that
workers, given massive support on a
national and international scale, could
defy the very bases of bourgeois law
and capitalist property.

But it was not only in the most
advanced parts of Western Europe that
the masses placed mounting strains
on the bureaucratic leadership of the
labor movement and challenged the
rule of capital. In Spain the senile
Franco dictatorship was beset by mo
bilizations of workers and students.

One of the highlights of the strug
gle of the Spanish masses was the
June general strike in Pamplona, an
action that included occupation of fac
tories and the emergence of new, demo-
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cratic organizations to guide the work

ers struggles.

The social base of Jhe Franco regime

has badly eroded, and the aging butch
er has been increasingly forced to rely

on the military and the police to keep

the masses in check. As the year ended,
the government had initiated a fresh
wave of repression, arresting more

than 100 opposition leaders. But the

day is past when Franco could count
on repressive violence to keep the
masses cowed.

In Ireland, where for the past several

years the mass movement had been
far in advance of most of Western

Europe in militancy, the mass anti-

imperialist movement suffered a decline

in 1973. At the same time, to give

some appearance of "normalization,"
the British army command permitted
a wider range of political activities

by militant nationalists.
As a result of their cool-headed

tactics, the Official republican leaders

were able to win an uneasy de facto

legality. But because they lacked a

consistent revolutionary method, they

were able to gain little from the op
portunities open to them.
Faced with increasing isolation from

the masses, the Official republicans

tried to widen their audience by par

ticipating in a series of elections in
North and South.

The February general elections in

the Irish republic reflected the decline
of the anti-imperialist struggle. The
question of resisting British imperial

ism and supporting the struggle in the
North was hardly raised. The two

bourgeois parties competed for the
image of the most "peaceful" and "prac
tical." The ruling party was ousted
by a coalition of the historic proimpe-
rialist conservatives and the Labour

party.

In this situation, the Official republi

cans proved unable to effectively tie

the anti-imperialist struggle in the
North to the problems facing the

Southern workers and the poor. They

ran a campaign essentially on nar

row economic issues, although with a

militant style.

Despite their fundamental weakness

es, the Official republicans spoke for

the socialist alternative in the elections

and were given critical support by the

Irish Trotskyists of the Revolutionary
Marxist Group, who supported other

militant anti-imperialist candidates as
well.

The Official republicans also inter

vened in the Northern local govern

ment and Assembly elections on a

similar economist program. Since they

were tlie only militant nationalist
party participating, they won a sub
stantial percentage of the traditional

republican vote. But they were unable
to offer an effective alternative to the

reviving Catholic parliamentary party
or to assemble and consolidate revo

lutionary cadres.

Although the Official republicans
tried at the beginning of the year to

change their course and extricate
themselves from the centrist econo-

mism in which they had become en

trapped, they did not succeed in their
effort, and seemed at the end of the

year to be falling into deeper and
deeper difficulties.
At the same time, the Provisional

republicans, as they lost more and
more of their middle-class support,
showed an apparently increasing in
terest in socialist ideas, but so far

without abandoning their adventurist

orientation.

With the decline in the mass struggle,

the London and Dublin governments

continued to step up the repression,

cooperating with each other more and
more openly. From time to time in
1973 there were significant civil-rights

demonstrations. But the protests

lacked a clear common focus and the

leaders seemed unable to find an ef

fective formula for unity.

By the end of the year the British
and neocolonialist authorities seemed

to have settled on a political formula
for "pacifying" the country. The prob
lem of countering it effectively is now

the key question in Irish politics.

Since 1968 a general rise in work
ing-class struggles has occurred
throughout Western Europe. In 1973
some new elements emerged that lent
special weight to the crisis of capital
ism in the region. The most important
of these were a sharpening com-

bativity and optimism such as the
spirit that fueled the uprising in
Greece, a change in working-class

consciousness as exemplified by the
struggle of the Lip workers, a realign
ment of forces in the workers move

ment brought on by such mass mobili

zations as the struggle against the
Debrfe Law in France, and the entry

into the field of struggle of the immi
grant workers in several major West
ern European countries.

Revolutionary Explosion
in Greece

The generally deepening crisis in
capitalist Europe was perhaps most
dramatically demonstrated by the No
vember 14-17 worker and student up

rising in Athens. The early parts of
the year saw the first evidence that the
Greek people had begun to recover
from the defeat in 1967 when the mili

tary seized power. Students demon
strated against the Papadopoulos re
gime and resisted the police violence
employed against them.

The regime tried to defuse -the
mounting discontent by conceding
minor reforms such as proclaiming a

"republic." But the masses were not

taken in by the colonels' maneuvers.

Rampant inflation, a wage freeze, lack
of democratic rights, and repression in
the educational system continued to
sharpen popular opposition to the
junta.

When martial law was lifted as part

of Papadopoulos's attempt to give his
dictatorship a democratic veneer, the
student vanguard took advantage of
the new conditions to intensify their
political activities. Strikes by workers
and a series of demonstrations could

not be stopped by the regime, bring
ing the self-confidence of the workers
and students to a new level.

The developing radicalization ex
ploded in the November uprising. The
masses moved into the streets, demon

strating a high degree of combativity,
political consciousness, and democ
racy in organizing the mobilization.
The coup that then ousted the Papa

dopoulos gang has been unable to
stabilize the situation or even to

develop a coherent political and
economic policy. As the year ended,
there was hardly a political tendency —
even among the bourgeoisie—that be
lieved that the new junta would be

able to extricate itself from its impasse

without further revolutionary ex

plosions.

The Challenge of Lip

Ebauches S. A. is a large Swiss mul
tinational corporation that owns the
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Longines watch company. Among its
other possessions in the spring of
1973 was the watchmaking corpora

tion previously owned by the Lip
family. Lip operated a plant in
Besangon, a small city in eastern

France.

In April, Ebauches announced that
it was planning to "restructure" the Lip

operation in order to increase profits.
The restructuring would involve lay
ing off 200 of the 1,300 workers em

ployed in the plant. No one in the

company management expected the
workers to do anything but what they

usually do in such cases: file out of
the plant quietly and sign up for un
employment compensation.

But the workers did not accept the

company's decision. They stopped
work and held general assemblies —
on company premises and on com
pany time — to discuss how they could

prevent the layoffs. They sought sup
port among the population of
Besangon, holding rallies and
marches to express their determination

to hold their jobs. In May they sent

a delegation of 534 workers to Paris

to appeal for support from the work
ing class on a national scale.

On June 12 the management re

sponded. It announced that the com
pany was applying for bankruptcy
certification, that the workers would

no longer be paid, and that workers
who were owed vacation pay would

not receive it. The workers decided to

find out what was actually afoot. They
held the managers in their offices and
proceeded to search the company's
secret records. It was the first move

in what was to become a long series

of workers violations of the sanctity

of bourgeois property.
The search was productive. The

workers discovered that Ebauches in

tended to lay off nearly half the work
force at Lip. Entire sections of the
plant were to be dismantled. Other
documents outlined company plans to
chip away at wage gains and other
benefits the workers had won in the

past.

On the night of June 12, the gov
ernment sent several hundred troops

of the CRS (Compagnies Republi-
caines de Security—Republican Securi
ty Corps) to free the managers. The
CRS squads injured several workers
in the operation.

The workers responded by holding
another general assembly, at which
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Solidarity with struggle of Lip workers was organized by far left as reformist leaders
defaulted.

they voted to continue the struggle to

preserve their jobs despite the em

ployers' insistence on layoffs. On June
18 a general assembly voted to re
tain a store of 65,000 watches that

the workers had taken several days

earlier as security for their employ

ment and wages. The workers also

decided that if they were to preserve

their jobs they had to get the plant
running again.

On June 19 they did just that. The

plant in Besangon was occupied by
the workers and one assembly line

was set in motion. Six commissions

were organized: a commission to

oversee production, a popularization

commission to spread the word of the
struggle and organize support for it,
a commission to organize sales of

watches in order to pay the workers,

a  reception commission to show
visitors around the plant, and a
security and maintenance commis

sion to defend the plant against police
attempts to reoccupy it. The Lip fac
tory had been taken away from its
capitalist owners.

More importantly, the workers were

not simply holding the piant, they
were operating it, organizing and con
trolling production, and thus demon
strating in the sharpest possible way

that the capitalist class is totaily un

necessary to the functioning of a mod
ern economy. The spirit of Lip was
summed up in the giant banner that

the workers placed in front of the
factory: "It can be done: We are pro

ducing and we are selling — The
Workers."

The Lip workers were not aiming

at setting up a little workers coopera

tive. They were waging a fundamen
tally political struggle for the right to

employment, the right of workers to
administer production and to deter

mine the conditions of work, its pace,

intensity, and methods. They were

waging that struggle in complete de

fiance of bourgeois legality, according
to which the watches that the workers

had made were stolen property be
cause they belonged to Ebauches. By

the same token the plant had been

stolen, and the whole Lip work force

was a pack of thieves. The Lip work

ers were able to fight on because of

the mass support they received from
the workers throughout France, and

later, throughout Western Europe.

The French government and ruling

class recognized the implications of

the Lip struggie at least as well as the
workers themselves did. Pompidou ap

pointed an "emissary" to negotiate with
the workers, trying to get their agree

ment on various schemes involving

limited layoffs and partial dismantling

of the plant. But the workers held firm

to their three main demands: no lay

offs, no dismantling, maintenance of

all gains won in the struggle.

On August 14, the French govern

ment moved to put an end to the Lip

struggle. A force of 3,000 CRS goons
staged a commandolike assauit on the
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factory. The workers defense guard in
side was taken by surprise. Before the

majority of the Lip workers even knew

what was going on, the factory had
been taken over by the riot police.

When word spread throughout Be-

sangon about the CRS attack, a crowd

of some 10,000 people gathered in
front of the factory. The CRS troops
inside and around the perimeter of

the plant were treated as an occupa

tion army. The clear sentiment of the
workers and their supporters was to
try to retake the plant. But in the

absence of a competent leadership,

they were unable to do so.

Despite loss of the factory, the Lip
struggle continued. The workers set

up a new shop in the gymnasium of

a local school. There they continued

to produce and sell watches. The com

missions continued to function. "The

factory," declared Charles Piaget, a
local leader of the Confederation Fran-

gaise Democratique du Travail(CFDT
— French Democratic Confederation of

Labor) and a main figure in the Lip
strike, "is wherever the workers are."
The movement of solidarity with the

Lip struggle took new steps forward
after the police attack of August 14.
Meetings, demonstrations, and rallies

were organized in France and in other

countries. The major limitation on the

solidarity movement was the same as

the one that had shackled the struggle

in Besangon itself, that had allowed

the workers to be taken by surprise
and lose control of the factory; the
default of the reformist leaderships of

the workers organizations. The Com

munist party and the CP-controlled

Confederation Generate du Travail

(CGT—General Confederation of La
bor) refused to build a solidarity
movement on a national (let alone

international) scale. The CP did not

produce even one national poster for
Lip; it systematically sabotaged soli

darity rallies. During crucial months
of the struggle it threw all its efforts
into municipal election campaigns, vir

tually ignoring the nonelectoral fight

at Lip.

Worse still, the French Stalinist lead

ers finally accepted the substance of
the Pompidou government's plan for
restructuring Lip and laying off some
workers, charging that those who re

jected the plan were "irresponsible."

In October, the CP leaders in Besan

gon began organizing Lip workers

to sign up for unemployment com
pensation.

The local leaders of the CFDT, who

were more in touch with the rank-

and-file workers, did not so openly

sabotage the struggle. But they re
frained from filling the leadership vac
uum left by the CP and CGT. Under
orders from the national CFDT lead

ers, who were increasingly orienting

to the Union de la Gauche (Union
of the Left) electoral bloc with the
CP, the local CFDT leaders failed to

organize a consistent solidarity cam

paign.

The burden of organizing solidarity

thus fell on the far-left groups, and

especially on the French Trotskyists
supporting the newspaper Rouge. A
high point of the campaign was the
September 29 national Lip-support

march on Besangon, in which more

than 70,000 persons participated de

spite the almost total abstention of the
reformist leaders of the workers move

ment.

As the year ended, the Lip workers
were still holding out. While the lack
of revolutionary leadership had seri
ously weakened the fight, the workers

had not given up. In December they
organized their fifth "wildcat payday,"
paying the workers from the proceeds
of the watches sold.

The Lip struggle posed the funda
mental issue of workers control and

management of production, showing

what could be done if the proletariat

properly organizes itself. But the be
trayal of the reformist leaders placed

a question mark over the workers

ability to carry the fight against lay

offs and dismantlement to a successful

conclusion. The Lip struggle thus

demonstrated the essential contradic

tion in the West European workers

movement: The high combativity of

the working masses cannot be trans

lated into victorious struggles so long

as the Stalinist and Social Democratic

misleaders retain their stranglehold

on the worker movement.

The March-April Youth
Mobilization in France

But there were signs in 1973 that

the bureaucratic hold on the mass

movement was weakening. That was

most clearly shown in the mobilizations

of French youth —high schoolers, stu
dents, and apprentices — against the

increasing militarization of French
society.

On the first day of 1973 a piece
of legislation known as the Debr6 Law
went into effect in France. The law,

named after Minister of Defense Mi

chel Debr^ was a complicated reform

of the military service system. Its most
important feature was its abolition of
student deferments. Under the new sys

tem, high schoolers would have to
go directly into the army after gradua
tion. The old system allowed for de
ferments for those students going on

to universities. As early as February
the Ligue Corqmuniste, then the French
section of the Fourth International,

called for mass demonstrations and

student strikes against the Debr^ Law.
The Ligue proposed establishing ac
tion committees against the law orga
nizing around the central slogans:

Down with the Debr6 Law! Extend

deferments to all youth!

At first, actions were only sporadic.

The March legislative elections oc
cupied central attention in France, and
it was difficult to organize nonelec

toral action on a mass scale. But

after the elections, the anti-Debr6 mo
bilization began to develop. High-
school strikes multiplied throughout
the provinces and spread to Paris.

The Committees Against the Debr^
Law called for a national day of dem

onstrations on March 22. Until that

time, the French Communist party had
urged its members and supporters to
stay away from the Debr6 demonstra
tions, denouncing them as ultraleft pro
vocations. But the middle of March

it had became obvious that the CP

bureaucrats were being outflanked by
a mass mobilization developing out

side their control. They decided to
intervene. That was the first big

change.

But the CP's form of intervention

was to call for a demonstration on

March 21, the day before the actions

called by the Committees Against the
Debrd Law. The CP action drew 20,-

000 participants in Paris. The march
had been granted a permit by the po
lice department and was therefore
legal.

The Committees Against the Debr6
Law were denied a police permit for
March 22. The cops announced on
the radio that high schoolers should
stay away from the "illegal" action,
at which there might well be vio
lence. But despite this, some 80,-
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most important new elements in the

West European situation in 1973 was
the increase in militancy among the

millions of immigrant workers in

France, West Germany, Switzerland,

Britain, and several other countries.
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One of tfie demonstrations held by French youth during the March-April mobiliza
tions against Debre Law.

000 youth came out to the March 22
demonstration. The police were
afraid to initiate violence against such
a crowd. The CP's legal action had
been dwarfed by the "illegal" action of
the committees elected by the high
schoolers themselves.

The success of the high-school ac
tions had two big effects. First, uni
versity students struggling against an
educational reform bill and young ap
prentices protesting working condi
tions in the vocational training pro
grams began to join in the demonstra
tions. The three struggles merged, the
demands against militarization of
youth unifying them all.

Second, the Communist party bu
reaucrats were forced by the radical
layer that had mobilized independent
ly of its control to enter the movement
on a united-front basis.

On April 2 the youth held their
second national day of action. This
time, more than 300,000 people in
France turned out to demonstrate. For
the first time the marches began to
take on a heavily working-class com
position. General assemblies were held
and strike committees were demo
cratically elected in the high schools,
universities, and technical schools.

The next target date for the mobi
lization was April 9. In Paris, the
march was somewhat smaller than the
April 2 action: about 100,000 partici
pants. Even so, the April 9 demon
stration was a major step forward.
The leaders of the CP, Socialist party,
CCT, and CFDT had not only en
dorsed the demonstration but had

agreed to negotiate its logistics and
slogans with the democratically elected
representatives of the strike com
mittees that had been built up against
the will and outside the control of the
reformist leaders.

The political relationship of forces
in France had shifted to the point that
the independent mobilization of the
radicalized layers outside the CP's and
SP's control had forced the Stalinist
and Social Democratic leaders to enter
a united front with the very political
forces that they had not so long before
denounced as ultraleftist traitors.

The Immigrant Workers Stir

The changing balance of forces be
tween the reformist misleaders and the
radicalizing students and workers
manifested itself in other fields besides
the mobilization of youth. One of the

The immigrant workers — from
North Africa, Spain, Portugal, Italy,
Turkey, and Black Africa — constitute
a growing component of the working
class in the most developed capitalist
countries of Western Europe. They are
denied citizenship and most other
democratic rights in the countries in
which they work, they are assigned
to the most menial jobs with the lowest
pay, and they are the first to feel the
burden of economic difficulties. Their
miserable living conditions make
them prey to all sorts of illnesses that
have been largely brought under con
trol in developed countries. In France,
for example, 39 percent of all victims
of tuberculosis are immigrants. In
some predominantly Black African
areas in France 15-20 percent of the
population suffers from it. The rate
of hospitalization among immigrant
youth runs three to six times higher
than among French youth.

The fact that the immigrants are
not citizens makes them especially
vulnerable to victimization by the em
ployers. In Switzerland and West
Germany, for example, they are is
sued "seasonal" residency permits that
force them to leave the country for
three months of the year. An addi
tional law states that immigrants who
leave the country for that length of
time are not allowed to obtain
permanent residency permits.

The conditions of repression and
the failure of the leaders of the trade-

union movement to defend the rights
of the immigrants have made it vir
tually impossible for them to engage
in effective struggle. But in 1973 that
situation began to change.

In West Germany Turkish workers
who were fired for returning late from
their "vacations" in September touched
off wildcat strikes that for the first
time drew some support from German
workers.

In Britain, representatives from the
Indian, Pakistani, Bengali, and West
Indian communities formed a national
coordinating committee to combat
racism and to urge the Trades Union
Congress to take up the fight against
racism. The British government, in
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the meantime, passed a series of rul

ings tightening up restrictions on im
migration as a means of counterat

tacking against the immigrants.
But the most dramatic developments

among the immigrant workers during

1973 came in France. In the spring,
unskilled immigrant workers went on

POMPIDOU: His ban on French Trotsky-
Ists failed.

strike against the giant Renault auto
company, demanding that the wage

structure that denies equal pay to the

immigrants be abolished. The strike,

which spread to include French work

ers as well, shut down the greater part

of the French automobile industry.
In March the immigrant workers in

France began organizing hunger
strikes and other actions against a

government memorandum that im

posed still more restrictions on the
immigrants.

But the immigrants in France had

to contend with more than "official"

government repression. The small

fascist movement in France saw the

immigrants as the only issue that had

the potential of providing them an
organizing point around which to ex

tend their influence among the French
population. In early spring the fascist
organization Ordre Nouveau (New
Order) began organizing a campaign
against what they called "wildcat" (or

clandestine) immigration.
The fascist campaign corresponded

to a desire on the part of the French
bourgeoisie to use racism as a means

of dividing the working class itself
and of simultaneously intimidating the

immigrant workers. Throughout the
spring there were increasing incidents

of gangster attacks on individual im

migrant workers, firebombings of cof

fee houses patronized by Arabs, and
other acts of racist violence.

On June 21 Ordre Nouveau sched

uled a "mass" meeting in the Mutuality

in Paris to organize against "wildcat

immigration." Nine far-left groups, no
tably the Ligue Communiste, called
for a counterdemonstration to confront

the fascists and halt the meeting, if

possible. The antifascistdemonstration
was attacked by police protecting the

fascist meeting. Clashes took place
during which members of the police
force were injured, a few seriously.
On the morning of June 22 police

ransacked the headquarters of the

Ligue Communiste and arrested Pierre
Rousset, a leader of the Ligue, charg
ing him with responsibility for some

weapons found in the headquarters.

On June 28 the Pompidou govern

ment used the June 21 clashes as an

excuse to declare the Ligue Commu

niste dissolved. Alain Krivine, a cen

tral leader of the Ligue, was arrested

on charges of having been responsible
for the June 21 violence despite the

fact that he had not been in Paris

that night.

The regime also decreed a ban on

the Ordre Nouveau in a hypocritical

(and unsuccessful) attempt to appear
"impartial."

But Pompidou's attempt to drive the

French Trotskyists underground and

halt their political activity failed com
pletely. A broad movement to defend
the Ligue developed that included, for
the first time, the Communist party

leaders. The defense movement won

the release of Krivine and Rousset

and prevented the regime from stop

ping the sales of Rouge, the ex-Ligue's
newspaper.

At the same time, the movement to

defend the ex-Ligue helped to bring
the issue of the immigrant workers

to the fore in France and contributed

significantly to counteracting the gov
ernment's intimidation of the immi

grants.

In late August the far right tried

to take advantage of a murder com

mitted by an Algerian in Marseille
to whip up a racist pogrom atmo
sphere. Fascist committees against the

immigrants were organized in Mar
seille and other cities. More than a

dozen Arab workers were murdered

by mobs.

But the situation was no longer what

it had been. The immigrants had de

veloped a new sense of confidence and

had drawn lessons from the struggles

of the workers and youth and from

the antiracist campaign that had be

come merged with the campaign in

defense of the ex-Ligue.

This time the immigrants responded

to the racist violence not with petitions

and hunger strikes but with mass

strikes. They were called by an or
ganization known as the Mouvement

des Travailleurs Arabes (Movement

of Arab Workers), an independent
group composed of immigrants them

selves. On September 3 thousands of
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Immigrant workers march In France. 1973 saw big Increase In militant activity of most
exploited workers.
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immigrants in cities in southern

France went on strike. Important sec
tions of industry employing immi

grants ground to a halt. On September
14 the immigrants carried out the first
general strike they had ever staged

in Paris. Thousands of immigrants,

as well as significant numbers of
French workers, walked off their jobs.

Once again, a layer of the working
class had mobilized massively, inde

pendently of the reformist Stalinist and
Social Democratic misleaders.

The unprecedented action of the im
migrant workers, like the mobiliza
tion of the youth in March and April,
and the seven-month battle of the Lip
workers, illustrated the general pro

cesses affecting the West European

countries: attempts by the governments

and ruling classes to roll back the
gains the workers had made in the

past, lack of action of inadequate ac
tion on the part of the reformist lead

ers of the workers movement, and

independent action by advanced
layers of the masses themselves. In
1973 the West European ruling classes
failed to make any headway in resolv
ing their economic, social, and po
litical crises. Not a single Western Eu
ropean ruling class can face the new

year with confidence. □

None of the Main Sources of Conflict Settled

The October War: Roots, Outbreak, and Effects
By Jon Rothschild

The Geneva conference, whose task
is supposedly to find a "just" and "per
manent" peace in the Arab East, was
scheduled to open on December 21.
But it was a measure of the uncer
tainty of the situation in the region
after the October War that only five
days before the meeting was supposed
to convene it was not even known
for sure who, if anyone, would show
up. U. S. Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger had left on another hectic
jaunt around Middle Eastern capitals
in an apparent effort to get the con
ference under way. Nevertheless, the
three-year-old stalemate that had given
rise to the October War in the first
place seemed almost certain to become
the stalemate of the Geneva confer
ence. None of the basic sources of

conflict in the Arab East were setded
by the October War. It will, however,
have important long-run effects on the
politics of the region. On balance, these
will be positive for the revolutionary
forces, both Arab and Israeli.

Origins of the October War

In the most general sense, the Octo
ber War was made inevitable by the
results of the June 1967 war. Since
June 11, 1967, the Israeli army has
occupied the Syrian Golan Heights,
the Egyptian Sinai peninsula, and the
West Bank of the Jordan River, which
is actually eastern Palestine. By seizing
and occupying large sections of Egyp
tian and Syrian territory, the Israeli
regime placed itself in permanent mili
tary conflict with the Arab states sur

rounding it. The Israeli state was born
at the direct expense of the Arabs of
Palestine and stood from the moment

of its foundation in basic conflict with
the Palestinians and by extension with
the entire Arab world. But the 1967
war transformed that conflict. Where
before there had been Palestinian ref
ugees, now there were also Egyptian
and Syrian refugees. Where before
there was denial of the national rights
of the Palestinian Arabs, now there
was also abrogation of Egyptian and
Syrian sovereignty.

Because of the determination of the
Egyptian and Syrian masses to re
cover the territories lost in the 1967
war, no regime in either country could
have ceded the territories to Israel
without risking being overthrown. Re
covery of the territories thus became
a central goal of the Egyptian and
Syrian governments.

Ever since the declaration in 1970
of a cease-fire in the "war of attrition"
on the Sinai front, the Egyptian re
gime had been trying to prod Wash
ington and Moscow to make a con
certed effort to impose a withdrawal
on the Israeli rulers. In the summer
of 1972 Sadat made a shift in policy.
He expelled the Soviet military mis
sion from Egypt, reorienting his diplo
matic efforts toward U. S. imperialism
rather than the Soviet bureaucracy.

But the overture to Nixon got no
results. Even Sadat's next step —re
opening Egypt to U.S. capital —failed
to produce a shift in American policy.

By the middle of 1973 Sadat's posi

tion was becoming desperate. The
ranks of the army, permanently sta
tioned along the Suez Canal but doing
nothing, began to grow demoralized.
At the same time, the Israeli army
was bolstering its strength both with
infusions of U. S. aid and with in

creased capital expenditures on a bur
geoning arms industry.

As the Israeli state was boosting
its military power it was also moving
toward open annexation of greater
and greater portions of the occupied
territories. The Golan Heights were
dotted with Jewish settlements. An
urbanization program was under way
at Sharm el-Sheikh at the southern
tip of the Sinai peninsula. A city was
being built in the Raffah area of north
east Sinai. Arab Jerusalem was overtly
annexed and new Israeli settlements

were proliferating in the West Bank
of the Jordan.

In addition to Israeli expansionism
and Washington's inaction, Sadat
faced growing unrest among the Egyp
tian workers and students. A mass
student strike in January 1973 drew
some support from the workers in
the Helwan steel industry. When Sadat
repressed the student radicals, he
found it necessary to imprison a num
ber of trade-union activists as well.

By the middle of 1973 popular sup
port for the Sadat government had
declined to the point that Sadat him
self had become widely regarded as
little more than a buffoon. The work
ers and students demanded real action
to recover the occupied territories; they
demanded the elimination of the luxu-
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SADAT: Tried to move diplomacy off
"dead center."

ry economy under which the bour

geoisie enriched itself while theworkers

and peasants were called upon to make
sacrifices for a nonexistent battle

against Zionist occupation. Sadat was
at the end of his rope. Inaction had
become a greater risk than action.
The order to cross the canal was given.

The Course of the Fighting

On the afternoon of October 6 the

Egyptian army established eleven pon
toon bridges over the Suez Canal and
began pouring troops and tanks
across to the east bank. Simulta

neously a Syrian force numbering 850-
1,000 tanks moved into the occupied
Golan Heights. Within hours of the
Arab military move, Dayan was
boasting that a fourth Arab defeat

was but days away. "There will be
some Egyptian troops there [on the
east side of the Suez Canal] tomorrow
morning, I suppose," he said on Octo

ber 7, 'but it won't be very long, cer

tainly not months or weeks, before

we destroy them."
That Dayan's boast turned out to

be hollow was the first Arab victory
of the war. And it was seen as such

by the Arabs themselves. "It's too good
to be true," the October 10 Le Monde

quoted an Egyptian intellectual as
saying. "But it is true. After three days
of war, not only are we still on the
east bank of the canal, but our forces

are still advancing into Sinai." The

Beirut daily an-Nahar, the most pres

tigious paper in the Arab East, gave
feature coverage to the Tel Aviv press
conference at which Chatm Herzog,

former chief of Israeli intelligence, ad

mitted that "for the first time" in twenty-

five years, the Israeli army was on
the defensive.

The Egyptian forces established an
air-defense network based on the most

modern Soviet-made antiaircraft mis

sile, the SAM-6. The SAMs not only
prevented the Israeh air force from
winning the absolute freedom of the

skies it had commanded in 1967, but

also demonstrated to Israeli intelli

gence that the Egyptian forces were

now capable of handling effectively the
most sophisticated military technology,
a surprise to the Israeli command and,

for that very reason, a psychological

victory for the Arab masses.
An additional gain for the Arabs

—one that became known only after

the fighting had stopped —was that
Israeli intelligence had apparently
thoroughly misjudged Egyptian and
Syrian intentions, realizing that an

offensive was coming only hours be

fore the shooting started.

On October 9 the Israeli forces were

forced to abandon the Bar Lev line,

the system of bunkers and encamp

ments forming the first (supposedly im
pregnable) line of "defense" in the Sinai.
On the Syrian front, the Israeli oc

cupiers in the Golan Heights were com
pelled initially to fall back, as Syrian
tanks advanced cautiously and in an

orderly manner across the Heights.

The Israeli armed forces began coun
terattacking only on October 10. The
first priority for the Zionist command
'was the Syrian front, which was more

fluid and closer to Israeli civilian

areas.

The Israeli counteroffensive drove

the Syrian tank force off most of the

Golan Heights within several days.

On October 11 the Israeli army struck
out on the road to Damascus, which

lies about thirty-eight miles from the

1967 cease-fire line.

The "march on Damascus" was ac

companied by massive terror bomb

ing of Syrian cities, an attempt by the

Israeli command to foster panic
among the Syrian populace. Tel Aviv's
aim was to break the Syrian army,

to turn its retreat into a rout, and tc

move at least to the outskirts of the

Syrian .capital in order to deliver "les
sons" to the Syrians on the costs of
opposing the Zionist armed forces.

The main targets of the Israeli bomb
ers were the ports of Latakia and Tar-
tus, the town of Baniyas (an impor
tant juncture on an oil pipehne run

ning from Iraq to the Mediterranean
Sea), and the industrial city of Homs,
where the power plants generating a
large portion of Syrian electric power
were atacked. The bombing of Homs
killed some 400 civilians, according to

official Syrian statistics.

Despite the ferocity of the assault
and despite the fact that the Israeli
army was able to push about halfway
down the road to Damascus, taking

over a big new chunk of Syrian ter
ritory, the march on Damascus was
not a success. The Syrian army and
a contingent of Iraqi tanks that had
entered the war on October 15 man

aged to set up a secondary line of
defense that the Israeli officers ap

parently felt would have been too
costly to pierce. After the Syrian front
stabilized, the two sides continued to

exchange sporadic fire, but the armies'
positions remained unchanged.

The Israeli offensive on the Sinai

front began in earnest on October 16,
when a commando unit penetrated

Egyptian lines on the east bank of the
canal and crossed to the west bank,

setting up an extensive bridgehead. By
October 20 more than 10,000 troops

and 200 tanks had crossed to the west

bank. By October 21 the Israeli-held
territory on the west bank measured

about twenty miles by twenty-five
miles.

The Israeli command was aiming at

driving south to the city of Suez and
cutting off the Egyptian III Corps
on the canal's east bank. A large

section of the Egyptian missile defense

had been neutralized, and the combi

nation of the elimination of the III

Corps and the reestablishment of Is
raeli mastery of the skies would have

been enough for the Zionist command

to move to annihilate the Egyptian

army, Tel Aviv's main aim on the
Egyptian front.

But international diplomatic pres

sure temporarily stayed the hand of

the Israeli rulers. Over the weekend

of October 20-21, Henry Kissinger
and Leonid Brezhnev agreed to co-
sponsor a cease-fire resolution in the

United Nations Security Council. The
cease-fire was demanded in the first

place by Sadat, who by that time
had been informed of the perilous po
sition of the III Corps.
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The Israeli regime, bowing to U. S.
pressure, agreed formally to observe
the cease-fire. But in reality, the Is
raeli command had no intention of

allowing the promising military situa
tion to slip away unexpioited. The Is

raeli army broke the October 22 cease

fire almost immediately after it was
proclaimed. In the twenty-four hours
after the cease-fire was broken, the

Israeli troops on the west bank ex
panded their enclave, moved south

and surrounded the city of Suez, and

then moved still further south along
the Gulf of Suez.

When the Israeli army reached Suez,

the Egyptian III Corps, a force esti

mated at 20,000-30,000 men, was cut

off from its supplies. As a military
force the III Corps was finished. It
was unable to advance, and the Is

raelis would allow it to retreat to the

west bank only under a flag of sur

render.

On October 23 the UN Security

Council reconvened at Egyptian re
quest. A second cease-fire was voted

and took effect that evening. The Is
raeli command was content to observe

the second cease-fire, hoping that the
III Corps would try to fight its way
out of encirclement. That would have

allowed the Israeli forces to destroy

the III Corps while simultaneously
proclaiming their desire for peace.

At first it appeared that the Israeli
tactic would work. The second cease

fire did break down, as the III Corps
tried to avoid being forced to die of
thirst. On October 24, as the Israelis

moved to the offensive after the break

down of the second cease-fire, Sadat

called for another emergency meeting

of the Security Council and asked that
Washington and Moscow send troops
to the Arab East to guarantee the

cease-fire they had voted for in New

York.

Moscow-Washington Confrontation

Sadat's appeal to Moscow and Wash
ington led to the confrontation of Oc

tober 25, which Nixon called the "most

difficult crisis" since the Kennedy-
Khrushchev showdown in October

1962. Because all U.S.-Soviet diplo
macy takes place in absolute secrecy,
it is still impossible to tell exactly how
the crisis unfolded. What is certain,

however, is that the clash was a real

one, not a staged event invented to di

vert attention from Nixon's Watergate

difficulties. According to Nixon's ver
sion of the October 25 events, the

Kremlin began taking steps to intro

duce its forces into Egypt on October
24, after the second cease-fire had

broken down and Sadat had requested

Soviet and U.S. troops. Brezhnev al
legedly sent Nixon a "very firm note"
that "left little to the imagination." The
note is reported to have indicated that

Moscow would not stand by while the

Egyptian III Corps was annihilated
and that if Washington did not call

off its Israeli agents, Moscow would

have to take appropriate steps.

Nixon claims he sent an equally

firm note back to Brezhnev indicat

ing that Washington would not stand
for the introduction of Soviet troops.
To give credence to his message, Nix
on placed U.S. military forces on
worldwide alert.

Whether or not Nixon is lying about

the details, in broad outline the Oc
tober 25 confrontation seems to have

occurred roughly as described by
Washington. The common liberalspec-

ulation that the crisis was a stage-

managed affair is based on the er

roneous notion that the Kremlin, which

had stood by passively while North
Vietnam was subjected to the most

vicious bombing in the history of war

fare, would not have risked a clash

with Nixon by sticking its neck out

for the non-Communist Egyptian re

gime. But the truth is that the Moscow
bureaucracy has provided greater aid
and taken more risks for Cairo than

for Hanoi. The Kremlin left Hanoi

alone to face the American imperialist

assault because it saw no immediate

threat to its narrow nationalist inter

ests in the U.S. aggression against
Indochina. It saw a greater threat

in a victorious social revolution in

Southeast Asia.

But the Moscow bureaucracy does

have a national interest in the Arab

East. It will defend friendly regimes

in the region regardless of their class
character. It will seek to maintain a

military presence in the region in or

der to defend those regimes and to pre
serve their pro-Moscow orientation.

Sadat's appeal of October 24 corre
sponded to the diplomatic interests of

the Kremlin in two respects: It was

an opportunity to regain a military

presence in Egypt, a presence that
had been ended during the summer

of 1972, when Sadat expelled the So
viet military advisers. And it was an

opportunity to guarantee the survival
of the III Corps, which was directly
related to the survival of the Sadat

regime.

In response to the Kremlin's attempt
to alter the balance of forces in the

Arab East against the Israeli regime,
the Nixon government and the whole

American ruling class was willing to

risk nuclear war. Ordering the U.S.
military alert posed exactly that risk.
It was a statement to Moscow that any

attempt to dispatch troops to Egypt
would be answered in kind by U.S.
imperialism.

The Kremlin backed down in face

of the U.S. threat; no Soviet troops

were sent. But Moscow had partially
achieved its aims. The negotiations

to end the confrontation gave rise to

the third cease-fire on the Egyptian

front. The Egyptian HI Corps re
mained encircled, but it was still hold

ing its position on the east bank. It

had not surrendered.

The third cease-fire was followed by
a week of frenzied diplomatic activity

aimed at quickly initiating a nego
tiation process that could temporarily

stabilize the Sinai front. The Israeli

command insisted on maintaining its

siege of the HI Corps and Suez city,

refusing to allow food, water, and
medical supplies to pass through.

Finally, on November 11, a six-

point agreement was signed by Israeli
Major General Aharon Yariv and

Egyptian Lieutenant General Muham-
med Abdel Chany el-Camasy. The ac
cord provided for the opening of a UN
corridor to Suez city and the HI Corps
but allowed Israeli troops to search
all vehicles passing through their lines.
In effect, therefore, the November 11

agreement recognized Israeli occupa

tion of the enclave on the west bank

and granted Israeli officers veto power
over what materials would pass

through to the III Corps. The agree
ment also called for the opening of

negotiations on the question of Israeli

withdrawal to the October 22 cease

fire lines, that is, negotiations toward

lifting the siege of the HI Corps.

From Kilometer 101 to Geneva

The talks on Israeli withdrawal were

held in a tent at the kilometer 101

marker on the Suez-Cairo road. These

talks became especially crucial for
Sadat. The Egyptian masses, mobi
lized and inspirited by the initial suc-
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cesses of the October War, had ac

cepted the cease-fire only reluctantly.
Sadat presented the November 11

agreement to the Egyptian people as
a means to win a rapid Israeli with

drawal to the October 22 lines. That

withdrawal, he promised, would bebut
a prelude to Israeli withdrawal from
all of occupied Sinai. It was there
fore imperative for Sadat to produce
some evidence that his diplomatic ma
neuvering had a chance of achiev
ing progress toward Israeli with
drawal.

For the Israeli rulers, however, the

indicated procedure was exactly the
opposite. The longer the kilometer 101

talks dragged on, the more the Israeli

occupation of the west bank of the
Suez tended to evolve into yet anoth

er Zionist fait accompli. So long as

the III Corps remained trapped on the
east bank, Sadat would be in a difficult

position, under increasing popular

pressure to break the siege while at

the same time lacking the military

means to do so. Thus, the Israeli

leaders stalled at the kilometer 101

talks, refusing to discuss the question

of withdrawal to the October 22 lines

and instead proposing various

schemes to readjust the cease-fire lines

in the Sinai.

On November 29 Sadat broke off the

kilometer 101 talks. He threatened not

to attend the Geneva conference unless

the Israelis first withdrew to the Octo

ber 22 lines. But it is hard to see how

Sadat can stay away from the Geneva
talks. The alternative — resuming mili

tary action — is equally as un

promising now as it was on Novem

ber 29. The Egyptian regime, then,
will doubtlessly show up in Geneva.
The problem is that the impasse that
led to the war in the first place is not
iikely to be resolved at the conference

table.

What Next?

The heart of Sadat's policy at Ge
neva will be to seek the support of

U. S. imperialism for his position that
the Israeli army should be forced to

vacate Sinai. But despite Arab use
of the "oil weapon" and despite in
creasing speculation in the U. S. press
about the possibility of Washington

turning against its Israeli ally, the

fundamental interests of the American

ruling class tally too closely with those

of the Israeli rulers for any major
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shift in policy to be expected.
The October War surely should have

proven that, if nothing else. In the
early days of the war, when the Egyp
tian and Syrian armies were still

making advances, Nixon ordered the
Pentagon to see to it that the Israeli
armed forces had access to virtually

unlimited equipment. The American

airlift to supply the Israeli war ma
chine was one of the most massive

in history.

It began in earnest on October 14.
By October 19 at least twenty-five U. S.
Phantom jets had been flown into Is
rael by American pilots who dropped
off the planes, changed into civilian
clothes, and boarded passenger planes

out of Israel.

As of October 20 more than fifty
A-4 Skyhawks were on the way to
Israel. U. S. C-5As, the largest op

erational transport planes, were flying
continual missions into Israel. The

C-5As had delivered 150 M-60 tanks

to Israel before the October War was

one week old. Other weapons shipped

by the Pentagon included electronic
devices used to counter radar-guided

missiles, air-to-air Sidewinder missiles,

television-guided missiles, and Shrike
missiles. An average of twenty cargo
flights were being flown into Israel

each day, totalling 700-800 tons of
material.

An even more substantial amount

was sent by ship. Apart from the "emer
gency" aid intended to replace Israel's
battlefield losses, the Nixon admini
stration asked Congress October 19
to approve a $2,200 million military
assistance bill for Israel. On Novem

ber 5 the Nixon gang reported to
Congress that the aid bill would not
only restore the Israeli armed forces
to prewar strength, but would in the
words of Deputy Secretary of State
Kenneth Rush, "give Israel greater

strength than before the war."
The immensity of U.S. imperialism's

support to the Zionist state flows from
a commonality of interests. The Is
raeli state, a small implantation in

the Arab East, maintains its domi
nant position only insofar as the Ar
ab world remains backward, weak,

and divided. The Israeli regime thus
opposes any tendency toward moderni
zation or unification in the Arab East.

U.S. imperialism, whose economic
interests in the Arab East are enor

mous, shares the Israeli desire to

maintain "stability" in the region. Un
til some other regime demonstrates
sufficient power to be able to take on
the job of policing the Middle East
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for American imperialism, Washing
ton will hold to its pro-Israeli policy.

The U.S. ruling class, whatever its
internal differences in regard to tone
and appearances, is united in its de

termination to preserve Israeli military

hegemony in the Arab East. So long

as that is the case, there will be no

pressure from Washington to force Tel
Aviv to yield on any point the Zion
ist ruling class regards as decisive.

So Sadat's plan to recover occupied
territory through relying on assistance

from Washington and Wall Street is
doomed to failure.

And as its failure becomes mani

fest, the position of the Arab regimes
will further erode. The October War

entailed a broad mobilization of Egyp

tian workers and students. The Arab

masses have proven that they have

the desire and capacity to fight seri

ously against Zionist domination.
Whatever the subsequent course of the

war, the initial gains of the Arab ar

mies had an explosive effect on the

Arab masses. The sentiments thus re

leased will not be easy for the Arab

rulers to contain. Whatever temporary

gains the Sadat regime may have
made in initiating the war will thus
be ephemeral. The Egyptian masses,
whose determination forced Sadat to

cross the canal, will not sit still in

definitely while his diplomats make

futile overtures to Washington.

And the Israeli regime can also be
expected to face serious and grow
ing resistance to its policies from its
own population. When the Israeli

army won its crushing victory in the
June 1967 war, the government as
sured the Israeli people that the re

sult of the war would be permanent

peace. The Arab armies were so badly
beaten, the argument ran, tliat the

governments had no choice but to
capitulate.

The Israeli revolutionary anti-Zion

ists answered the government's promis

es, pointing out that the conflict be

tween Israel and the Arab world was

inherent in the very Zionist structure

of the Israeli state. When the war

time chauvinism began to abate, the

anti-Zionist movement experienced sig

nificant growth.

The October War will have a far

deeper effect in this respect. It has
shown that no matter how badly the

Arab armies may be defeated, the

worker and peasant masses cannot
be beaten into capitulation to the Zion
ist state. The real choice confronting

the Israeli masses will become increas

ingly sharply posed: permanent war

fare with the Arab world or revolu

tionary struggle for socialism with the

Arab workers and peasants.
The Geneva conference, if it takes

place at all, will be a meeting of the

very forces that are responsible for
the oppression and exploitation of the

peoples of the Arab East: imperial
ism, Zionism, and the Arab ruling

classes. The fraternal assistance of the

Kremlin bureaucracy will not be able

to mask the fact that the conference

has little to do with the issues and

problems facing the people of the re

gion. The problem of bringing peace

to the Arab East will not be settled

by the conference or by any other form
of diplomacy. That, in fact, is the cen
tral lesson of the October War. □

As the Kremlin Intensifies Its Repression

Struggle for Proletarian Democracy in the Soviet Union
By Candida Barberena

The Kremlin's open collaboration
with Washington, as registered in the
detente, cast a somber shadow on the
struggle for proletarian democracy in
the Soviet Union during 1973. The
witch-hunt, intensified in 1972 against
participants in the democratic oppo
sition, continued throughout the past
year. The repression was directed to
ward abolishing once and for all the
network of underground writings — the
samizdat—and silencing the flow of
uncensored and uncontrolled discus
sion.

The campaign to obliterate the sa
mizdat journal The Chronicle of Cur
rent Events succeeded to such a de
gree that none of the scheduled issues

was published in 1973. This result
may have been achieved at least par
tially through the "hostage" tactic used
by the political police (KGB). The
KGB made it known that it had a

list of the names of about thirty per
sons who would be faced with imme

diate arrest if The Chronicle were to
reappear. For example, on January
3, Irina Belogorodskaya was arrested
because, as the KGB put it, "issue No.
27 of The Chronicle had appeared."

Issue No. 27, dated October 1972,
was the last number to be published.
The journal had previously come out
fairly regularly every two months
since April 1968. The lists of arrests,
searches, and interrogations reported

in issue No. 27 provide a graphic
indication of the intensity of the Krem
lin's efforts to stamp out political op
position.

The turn of the year marked the
fiftieth anniversary of the formal
founding of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics (December 30, 1922).
While the bureaucracy was proclaim
ing in commemorative articles and
speeches that the nationalities problem
in the Soviet Union has been solved,
events testified to the contrary.

The Crimean Tatars utilized the cele
bration to issue a new appeal to the
government and to the Communist
party, demanding the right to return
to their homeland in the Crimea. Dur-
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ing World War II, Stalin deported the

Crimean Tatars en masse to Central

Asia, and abolished the Crimean Ta

tar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Re

public, which had been established by
the Bolsheviks in 1923.

In January an official campaign was

launched against two Kirgizian his

torians. Professors K. Nurbekov and

R. Turgunbekov were charged with

ALEKSANDR GINZBURG

"nationalism." They were held at fault
for praising an early attempt to es

tablish a small Kirgiz province in

the 1920s. The praise aroused suspi
cions that the historians favored set

ting up a special Kirgiz province now,

within the Kirgiz republic, after the
national question has presumably
been solved.

The opposition to Russification,

which is the Stalinist solution to the

nationalities problem, continued to be

most marked in the Ukraine, the larg

est of the non-Russian republics.
Scattered reports of trials of Ukrain

ian dissidents, apprehended during a
1972 crackdown, and reports of new
waves of arrests continued to make

their way abroad throughout 1973.

On January 30, by a decision of

the Kiev Provisional Court, Leonid

Plyushch, a mathematician and engin

eer at the Cybernetics Institute, was

sent to a prison psychiatric hospital

for an indefinite term of "treatment."

Sentenced under Article 62 of

the Ukrainian Criminal Code ("agita
tion or propaganda carried on for

the purpose of subverting or weaken
ing Soviet power"), Plyushch was ac
cused of having signed appeals to

the United Nations protesting the per

secution of intellectuals in the USSR,

and of having taken part in the al
legedly illegal Initiative Group for the
Defense of Human Rights in the USSR,
which collected the signatures. He was

also charged for writing a letter in
1968 to Komsomolskaya Pravda, en

titled "Lackeys and False Witnesses
of Our Time," protesting against the
injustices involved in the closed trial
of Aleksandr Ginzburg and Yuri
Galanskov in January 1968.

(Ginzburg received a seven-year sen

tence and Galanskov a five-year sen

tence in strict-regime labor camps for
"anti-Soviet" activities, that is, for writ

ing statements in defense of arrested

dissidents that were circulated in sam-

izdat. Galanskov died in November

1972 because of the harsh camp con

ditions.)

Plyushch answered by pointing
out that the defendants were slan

dered in the Soviet press and that only

in samizdat and samvydav (the

Ukrainian term for underground writ
ings) were the facts in the case avail

able to Soviet citizens. KGB forensic

medicine "specialists," including the no

torious D. R. Lunts, diagnosed Profes

sor Plyushch's case as one of "creep

ing schizophrenia with messianic and

reformist ideas"— "la nouvellemaladie

mentaZe"—politically known as the op

position. (In April, Plyushch was

transferred from an ordinary psychiat

ric hospital under the Ministry

of Health to a special-type psychiatric

hospital under the authority of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs.)
In February, Vyacheslav Chorno-

vil, the Ukrainian journalist who first

exposed the KGB witch-hunts and

trials in the Ukraine in 1965-66, was

sentenced to seven years at hard la

bor and five years exile by a court

in Lviv. Chornovil drew the wrath

of the Kremlin bureaucrats in 1967

for sending a letter and copies of docu
ments to P. Yu. Shelest, then first sec

retary of the Communist party of
the Ukraine. The enclosures protested

closed trials of Ukrainian intellectuals.

This collection was eventually pub
lished in English under the title 77ie

Chornovil Papers.

An untiring champion of and ad

herent to Lenin's principles of social

ism and nationalism, Chornovil once

wrote to a Soviet official in the
Ukraine: "I categorically state, con

trary to all illogical assertions . . .
that I have always firmly adhered to
the principles of socialism and con
tinue to do so. But not of that social
ism that tries to regiment not merely
the actions but also the thoughts of
individuals. I cannot imagine true so-
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cialism without guaranteed democratic

freedoms, without the widest political

and economic self-government of all

the cells of the state organism down to

and including the smallest, without a

real guarantee—and not merely a pa

per one—of the rights of all nations

within a multinational state."

By the end of March it was clear

that political persecution of opposition
ists had taken on new dimensions.

The Soviet secret police conducted new

arrests and trials, some prisoners
being resentenced, all behind closed

doors.

In March, two other prominent

Ukrainians, left-wing opponents of

Russification, were sentenced. Ivan

Svitlychny, a widely respected Ukrain

ian literary critic, received seven years

in prison and five years exile. Yevhen

Sverstyuk, a writer, was sentenced to
five years in prison. In 1952 Svit
lychny had opposed the limitations

of "socialist realism" set for writers by

official circles. Early in 1964 he was

dismissed from his post at the Taras

Shevchenko Institute of Literature.
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Svitlychny has also written the intro

duction to a collection of documents on

the closed trials of Ukrainian jurists in

1961 (available in English in Ferment

in the Ukraine). Yevhen Sverstyuk's
main work is Cathedral in Scaffold,
a series of essays in defense of a novel

by Ukrainian writer Oles Honchar.
The novel, Cathedral, was severely

criticized by officials for its glorifica
tion of Ukrainian history. Sverstyuk
and Svitlychny were both arrested in

raids conducted in January 1972.

There were indications this year that
the Ukraine party apparatus itself
was feeling the effects of the re
surgence of nationalism. This was one

of the most vivid manifestations of

the contradictions inherent in the

Kremlin's Russification policies and
Stalinist methods of bureaucratic rule.

Pyotr Y. Shelest was removed from

membership in the all-powerful Polit

buro of the CPSU in April 1973 and
dumped as head of the Ukrainian
Communist party in May.
The special pressures and problems

flowing from Shelest's position as first

secretary in the Ukraine were at the

root of his downfall. While ensuring

the implementation of the Kremlin's

policies calculated to Russify Ukrain

ian educational, cultural, economic,

and political institutions, Shelest, the
Kremlin's chief errand boy, was com

pelled to render lip service to the mas

sive Ukrainian national pressure from

below, present even within the local

party apparatus. This he attempted
with his book O Ukraine, Our Soviet

Land, for which the bureaucracy con

demned him, falling just short of at
taching to Shelest the label of 'bour
geois nationalist" used by the Krem

lin to designate its nationalist oppo

nents, including left-wing critics of Rus

sification, even those who base their

criticisms on the writings of Lenin.

It is evident that Trotsky's explana

tion of the dynamics of the Ukrainian

nationalist movement retain the validi

ty in 1973 that they held in 1939:

"Do the broad masses of the Ukrain

ian people wish to separate from the

USSR? It might at first sight appear
difficult to answer this question, in

asmuch as the Ukrainian people, like
all other peoples in the USSR, are

deprived of any opportunity to ex

press their will. But the very genesis of

the totalitarian regime and its ever

more brutal intensification, especially

in the Ukraine, are proof that the real
will of the Ukrainian masses is irrec

oncilably hostile to the Soviet bureau

cracy. There is no lack of evidence

that one of the primary sources of this

hostility is the suppression of Ukrain

ian independence."

One of the major developments of

the year was the Kremlin's resurrec

tion of yet another legacy of Stalin,

trial by "confession," the central feature

of the notorious Moscow "show trials"

of 1936-38.

In August, Pyotr Yakir and Viktor
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Krasin, two prominent opposition ac

tivists, were sentenced to three years

in prison and three years exile. Yakir
is the son of lona Yakir, a Soviet Ar

my commander executed by Stalin in

1937. Pyotr spent his childhood in

Stalin's prison camps and under po

lice surveillance for being the son of

an "enemy of the people." Since the late

1960s he has been a prominent de

fender of arrested dissidents and an

opponent of "the revival of Stalinism,"

that is, the intensification of the re

pression. In 1969 he was instrumental

in the formation of the Initiative Group
for the Defense of Human Rights in

the USSR in which Viktor Krasin par
ticipated.

The Yakir-Krasin "confessions" were

calculated to conjure a picture of the

defendants as the key figures in a for

eign-inspired anti-Soviet conspiratorial

and subversive network. The two ac

tivists were made to "admit" to having

been merely self-seeking, paid agents
for anticommunist forces abroad. The

real target of the trial was the demo

cratic opposition movement itself. It
should be noted that the American

Communist party swallowed the re
cantation reports without the slightest
signs of embarrassment, as was evi

dent in one lurid Daily World head
line, "Two on trial in Moscow admit

ties with former Nazi killers."

According to recent reports both Ya
kir and Krasin have now been set free.

In November it was reported that a

third prominent figure had recanted.

The official Soviet news agency, TASS,
claimed that Ivan Dzyuba, a leading

Ukrainian oppositionist, had re

nounced his views. Detained since

April 1972, Dzyuba was sentenced in

mid-March to five years in prison. He
is best known for his book Internation

alism or Russification?, a Leninist cri
tique of the Russification policy cur
rently being carried out by the Krem
lin in the Ukraine and in other non-

Russian Soviet republics. The book

denounces Stalin's labeling of the Bol

shevik Ukrainization program as
'bourgeois nationalism." (Originally

written in 1965, Dzyuba's book circu

lated in samvydav and later was pub
lished in West Germany, Great Britain,

and Canada.)

The "pardon" Dzyuba received in ex

change for his recantation can probab

ly be explained by his health. Dzyuba

suffers from cirrhosis of the liver and

an advanced case of tuberculosis. The

notorious deprivation qf adequate
medical care in prison-hospitals and
camps undoubtedly contributed to

Dzyuba's already deteriorating health

when he was detained in 1972.

Throughout the year reports con
tinued to leak from sources inside the

Soviet Union on the latest measures

taken by Stalin's heirs to destroy Pyotr

G. Grigorenko. A former Soviet army

general and a prominent figure of the

opposition movement, Grigorenko has

been undergoing compulsory psychiat

ric treatment since 1970 because he

dared to speak out in defense of ar

rested dissidents and oppressed nation

alities in the Soviet Union and against

the bureaucracy's rule and its depar
tures from Leninism. The Kremlin's

determination to compel Grigorenko,

by threat of physical destruction and
indefinite confinement, to renounce his

views have been of no avail.
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While the Kremlin's continuing per

secution of proponents of proletarian

democracy remained the focal point

of international attention in 1973, the

possibility of the detente facilitating
democratization was broached in So

viet intellectual circles. For example

Soviet physicist Andrei Sakharov, a

critic of the bureaucracy's economic

and technological mismanagement, ar

gued that Western imperialism should
make its economic detente with the So

viet Union conditional on the bureau

cracy taking steps to democratize So
viet society. Sakharov's mistaken con

fidence in Wall Street's appreciation of

democracy contrasts with the position

of Roy and Zhores Medvedev. They
do not go further than to contend that
over the long term improved relations
with Western imperialism would help

foster "socialist democratization" in the

Soviet Union. Although the Med-

vedevs have acknowledged that so far

the detente has had the opposite effect,
ultimately their hope for liberalization

lies in "initiative from the top " — a view

shared by Sakharov and other mem
bers of the Soviet elite intelligentsia

who have directed their efforts toward

trying to persuade the bureaucrats to
reform themselves.
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ALEKSANDR SOLZHENITSYN

The official press attack launched
against Sakharov in August 1973 for
his apparent straying from the pre

cepts of Stalinist "peaceful coexistence"

was extended to include Aleksandr I.

Solzhenitsyn. Solzhenitsyn is the Nobel
prize-winning novelist who has been
an outspoken critic of Stalinist methods
of rule.

Solzhenitsyn has not only faced per
sonal intimidation and harassment,

but the Kremlin's sudden decision last

year to join the Universal Copyright
Agreement (UGA) ostensibly "in keep
ing with the current trend toward inter
national relaxation of tensions," was

a direct threat to the continued publi

cation abroad of dissident literature

that is forbidden publication in the
Soviet Union. The provisions of the
UGA would in effect make the Krem

lin the automatic copyright holder of

any published or unpublished manu
script by a Soviet writer, a convenient
tool to sever even further the dimin

ishing channels of communication be
tween Soviet dissidents and the outside

world.

It will require the perseverance of the

movement for proletarian democracy

in the Soviet Union together with soli

darity from revolutionists around the

world to dispel any remaining illu
sions that democratization can be real

ized in the USSR short of a political

revolution. □

How the Cover-Up Unraveled

Watergate Scandal Dominated U.S. Politics
By Allen Myers

A Gallup poll conducted the weekend
of January 26-28, one week after Rich
ard Nixon was inaugurated for his
second term, showed public approval
of his performance in office at 68
percent—the highest level he had re
ceived in more than three years.
Eleven months later, Nixon's rating
in the poils hovered around 30 per
cent; nearly half the public favored
his immediate resignation or impeach
ment, the overwhelming majority con
sidered him guilty of common crimes,
and members of Gongress openly
joked and speculated on the number
of weeks left in the life of the Nixon
administration.

The major cause for the abrupt po
litical fall of Nixon was Watergate —

a scandal whose scope and depth sur
passed anything previous in U.S. his
tory. In the United States, 1973 was
the year of Watergate, the year in
which millions gained an unprecedent
ed view of the real workings of capi
talist government.

As the year opened, there was lit
tle indication of what was to come.

Throughout the latter half of 1972,
the Washington Post had pursued
some of the leads pointing to ties be
tween higher-ups in the White House
or the Gommittee to Re-elect the Presi
dent (GREEP) and the June 17, 1972,
burglary of the Democratic National
Gommittee's offices in the Watergate
apartment compiex in Washington,
D.G. But aside from the Post, the press

showed little interest in the affair. A
poll conducted in October 1972
showed that only slightly more than
half the public was even aware that
the break-in had occurred.

Nixon and his staff therefore had
some reason to hope that the triai of
the seven defendants who had been in

dicted in the case would mark the end

of Watergate. The trial, which opened
January 8, saw five of the defendants
plead guilty and deny that anyone
beyond the original seven was
involved.

Several staff members from GREEP
perjured themselves in order to ex
plain away the large sums of GREEP
funds discovered on the burglars at
the time of their arrest, and the ques-
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tioning by government prosecutors

was so studiously inept that presiding

Judge John Sirica publicly rebuked
them.

Sirica took over the questioning of
several witnesses himself and managed

to bring out some suspect facts:

records of wiretaps on phones in the

Democratic National Committee had

been reguiarly delivered to CREEP;

Gordon Liddy, the CREEP official
who directed the burglars, had been

hired on the recommendation of presi
dential special counsel John Dean and
had been paid $235,000 in campaign
funds on the order of Maurice Stans

and John Mitcheil, respectively finance

director and director of CREEP; short

ly after the break-in, Liddy had re

ferred to unnamed persons who might

fire him because he had violated a

"promise" not to use "people from this

office" in the burglary.
But it became obvious that Nixon's

Justice Department was not going to

pursue these leads. At the conclusion
of the trial February 2, Sirica com
plained that he was "not satisfied" that

the truth had come out and expressed

the hope that the Senate Watergate
committee would "get to the bottom

of what happened in this case."

The resolution establishing the com

mittee was not formally adopted by

the Senate until February 7, but such

a body had been in the works for

some time. Senator Sam Ervin of

North Carolina had agreed to chair
it on January 11.

The creation of the Ervin commit

tee was largely a routine matter.

Democrats sensed an issue that might

garner some votes in the 1974 elec
tions. Republicans, lacking the votes

to block the committee, had either to

acquiesce in its creation or appear

to be joining in a cover-up.

No one in Congress could have seen

where the investigation would even

tually lead, and the resolution creat

ing the committee was passed by a

vote of 70 to 0.

The Ervin committee was in no hur

ry; it did not begin its pubiic hear

ings untii May. TTie unraveling of

the cover-up began at Senate Judici

ary Committee hearings on the nomi

nation of L. Patrick Gray to be per

manent director of the FBI. Gray had

raised Democratic hackles by slipping

out of his supposedly nonpartisan role

to make speeches on Nixon's behalf
during the 1972 campaign, and he

offered members of Congress the first
opportunity to question one of the

Nixon gang under oath about Water

gate.

Gray began testifying February 28;
he drew headlines with the admission

that he had regularly turned over FBI

files on the investigation to John Dean,

even though Dean and the White

House staff were prime suspects. Gray
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MITCHELL: Early candidate for Nixon's
scapegoat.

also admitted that Dean had been al

lowed to sit in on the questioning of

witnesses, which gave him the oppor

tunity to alert subsequent witnesses

as to what had already been said.

On March 2, Nixon publicly tried

to offset the effects of these disclosures

by referring to the "Dean investiga
tion," which he had invented the pre
vious August. Although Dean had
never conducted the supposed investi

gation, Nixon once again claimed that

it had indicated "that no one on the

White House staff . . . was involved

or had knowledge of the Watergate

matter. . .

The Judiciary Committee asked

Dean to testify, indicating that Gray's

nomination could not be approved

if he refused. But the White House

gang had already decided to invoke

"executive privilege" to prevent ques

tioning of Nixon's staff about Water
gate. Nixon was not inciined to yield
to the committee's request in order

to support an underling like Gray,

who was careless enough to let some

of the truth slip out. It was decided
to let Gray be the scapegoat: On March

20, Gray informed the committee that

Attorney General Richard Kleindienst
had ordered him not to answer any

more questions about Watergate.

AAcCord's Bomb

Sacrificing Gray soon proved insuf
ficient to stop the spread of the scan
dal. When the seven Watergate defen
dants appeared for sentencing March
23, Judge Sirica had a surprise wait
ing: a letter to the court from James

McCord Jr., one of the defendants,

charging that the defendants had been

pressured by higher-ups to maintain

silence and that perjury had been com

mitted during the trial.

McCord was interviewed by Ervin
committee investigators, who leaked

information to the effect that he had

implicated Dean, Mitchell, White House

chief of staff H.R. Haldeman, former

Assistant Attorney General Robert
Mardian, and former presidential spe
cial counsel Charles Colson.

On March 26 Sirica reconvened the

Watergate grand jury, which began

hearing testimony from E. Howard

Hunt, who was granted immunity
from further prosecution.

McCord's revelations and the pros
pect of the other burglars testifying

created something approaching panic
in the Nixon gang. It was obvious

that someone would have to be offered

as a scapegoat, but there were no

volunteers. Mitchell, who was no long

er an official part of the "team," was

most frequently mentioned in the press

as the likely candidate, but others who

felt that they might be the choice were

under great pressure to be first to teii

their stories to the prosecutors.

As early as April 2, Dean's lawyers
promised the prosecutors thathewould

tell what he knew. Dean's negotiations

to win immunity for himself were kept
secret, but when Jeb Stuart Magruder,

the former deputy director of CREEP,

confessed his involvement on April 14,
part of his story was leaked to the

press.

By that time, it must already have

been obvious to Nixon that the un

folding scandal threatened to expose

his own role in the Watergate affair.

Rather than defend the staff members

who had covered up the scandai for
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him, he decided to pose as an inno

cent who was determined to see aides

punished if they had carried out "un

authorized" actions.

On April 17, Nixon read a brief

statement to the press, retreating from

his previous decision to prevent tes

timony by his aides. In his new role

as the scourge of evil-doers, Nixon
proclaimed:

"On March 21, as a result of seri

ous charges which came to my atten

tion, some of which were publicly re

ported, I began intensive new inquiries

into this whole matter. . . .

"I can report today that there have
been major developments in the

case. . . .

"I have expressed to the appropriate

authorities my view that no individual

holding, in the past or present, a posi

tion of major importance in the ad

ministration should be given immunity

from prosecution."

While the last-quoted paragraph was
intended to convey the message "you

can't be forced to testify," to most of

the Nixon gang the statement meant

that it was every man for himself.

John Dean issued his own public

statement April 19, warning that he
would not "become a scapegoat in the

Watergate case." The New York Times

reported that Dean was "ready to im

plicate other White House aides in

testimony to the grand jury."

Mitchell testified before the grand

jury April 20, admitting for the first
time that he had attended meetings

at which illegal activities were

discussed, although he denied hav

ing approved them.

Patrick Gray, convinced that he had

no future with the Nixon gang, then

admitted that he had destroyed evi

dence taken from the White House

safe of Watergater E. Howard Hunt

after Dean and Nixon counselor John

Ehrlichman handed him the docu

ments with the warning that they

shouid never see the light of day.

Meanwhile, several grand juries were

uncovering the various secret funds

used to finance the activities of the

Nixon gang: $500,000 held by Her

bert Kalmbach, Nixon's personal at

torney; $350,000 in Haldeman's White

House safe; up to $700,000 in the
CREEP safe of Maurice Stans.

The scandal had escalated to the

point that Nixon had little choice but

to get rid of almost his entire top

staff. On April 30, the White House
announced the firing or resignation

of Dean, Haideman, Ehrlichman,

Kalmbach, and Kleindienst.

In Dean's case, Nixon had delayed

too long. Prior to his dismissal. Dean
removed important papers document

ing some of the White House under-

STANS: Indicted with Mitchell.

cover activities. The Dean papers were
turned over to Sirica May 4.

Tables Turned

On April 27, the judge in the Pen
tagon Papers trial of Daniel Ellsberg
and Anthony Russo disclosed a Jus
tice Department memorandum report
ing that five members of the White
House piumbers unit had been in
volved in the September 1971 bur

glary of the office of Dr. Lewis Field
ing, Ellsberg's psychiatrist. Four of
the five had been involved in the

Watergate break-in.

On May 2, the judge revealed a
further White House interest in the

case. At the beginning of April, he
said, he had twice met with Ehrlich

man, once with Nixon present, and

had been offered appointment as FBI

director.

The obvious implication that Nixon

was trying to bribe the judge to con
ceal the Fielding burglary was con

firmed by subsequent developments.

Although Nixon claimed in his May
22, 1973, statement on Watergate that

he had not learned of the break-in

until two days before it was revealed

in court, he was later contradicted by

the sworn testimony of Attorney Gen
eral Elliot Richardson and of Ehrlich

man, both of whom said they had
discussed it with him in March. In Au

gust, Nixon himself said that he had
learned of the burglary on March 17

— well before the offer to the Pentagon

Papers trial judge.

On May 11, all charges against Ells
berg and Russo were dismissed

because of the long record of govern

ment misconduct in the case. The final

straw was the disappearance of

records of illegal wiretaps in which

Ellsberg had been overheard.

The day before, Stans and Mitchell

(the latter had been attorney general

when the Ellsberg and Russo case was

taken to court) were indicted by a New

York grand jury. Essentially, the two

former cabinet officers were accused of

stuffing the CREEP office safe with

$250,000 obtained in exchange for

helping financier Robert Vesco over

come difficulties in a Securities and

Exchange Commission investigation

of his financial affairs.

As scandal after scandal hit the

headlines, Nixon had no choice but

to continue retreating. On May 7, At
torney General Richardson was
allowed to announce that he would

appoint a speciai Watergate prose
cutor with "all the independence,

authority, and staff support he needs."

The Senate Hearings

The public hearings of the Ervin
committee, which began May 17, con
firmed in sworn testimony and ex

panded before a nationwide television
audience the stories that had earlier

been leaked to the press.

As witness after witness testified over

the next twelve weeks, it was revealed

that the Watergate break-in had origi

nated in a comprehensive espionage

and sabotage plan developed for
CREEP by Gordon Liddy. The plan

had finally been approved in March

1972 after it had been discussed at

three meetings of high White House
and CREEP officiais, including Dean,

Mitchell, Magruder, and Frederick La-

Rue, a former Nixon adviser and
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CREEP official.

After the burglars were arrested, of

ficials in CREEP and in Haldeman's

White House office had destroyed

documents relating to the case.

CREEP officials had, on request, per

jured themselves before the grand jury

and during the trial of the burglars

in order to conceal the links to the

Nixon campaign.

Dean, Ehrlichman, and Haldeman,

acting in Nixon's name had pres

sured the CIA to provide the EBI with
an excuse for not properly investigat

ing the break-in. Former CIA Director

Richard Helms indicated that he had

been removed from his post because

of his failure to cooperate completely

with the cover-up.

The burglars themselves had been

promised executive clemency and had

been rewarded for their silence with

$450,000 raised secretly by Kalm-

bach and LaRue.

But by far the most damaging testi-

niony was provided by Dean, who

appeared before the committee June

25-29. Dean's charges against Nixon

inciuded the following:

• Egii Krogh, director of the
plumbers, had told Dean that Nixon
personaliy ordered the burgiary of
Dr. Fielding's office.

• In September 1972, Nixon con
gratulated Dean on his apparently
successful cover-up efforts.

• Nixon knew of and approved il

legal contacts between CREEP officials
and the judge hearing a Democratic
party lawsuit against CREEP.
• Nixon twice acknowledged having

promised executive clemency to Hunt.
• Nixon approved the payment of

hush money to the burglars, at one

point saying there would be "no prob
lem" in paying as much as $1 miliion.
Moreover, Dean's testimony coin

cided with the release of many of the

documents that he had earlier re

moved from his office. These included

a Nixon "enemies list," various pro-

posais to "use the available federal
machinery to screw our enemies," and

the notorious 1970 spy plan in which

Nixon authorized a host of illegal

activities against political opponents.

The impression of Nixon's guilt
created by Dean and other witnesses

was reinforced by Nixon's behavior.

Rather than attempt to answer the

charges, Nixon virtuaily went into

hiding, announcing that he would
have no comment until the committee

finished the first phase of its hearings.

The White House Tapes

The belief in Nixon's guilt was

strengthened July 16, when a witness

disclosed the existence of secret White

House tape recordings covering the

entire period of the planning for Water

gate and of the cover-up.
It was reasonable to suppose that if

Nixon had been innocent, he would

have offered the tapes in evidence as

soon as Dean's charges had been

made. Instead, Nixon concealed their

existence and, after their existence be

came known, refused to allow the com

mittee or special prosecutor Archibald
Cox to hear them. Ervin expressed a
widespread conclusion when he told

the television audience tuned in to the

Watergate hearings:

"John Dean has said he told the

president about the Watergate cover-

up, and an unaltered tape of that con

versation wouid offer the best contem

porary evidence that Dean was telling

the truth. I can think of no rational

reason for the president not turning

over the tapes unless the evidence

found in them wouid be against him.
Those seeking the truth wili draw the

inference — and a justified inference —

that the reason for not producing the

tapes is because the evidence would
be adverse to him."

Cox and the committee separately

instituted court actions seeking to com

pel Nixon to hand over the secret
tapes. But with or without the evidence
on the tapes, for the majority of the
U. S. population the verdict was in
escapable: A poll taken after the Ervin
committee recessed in August showed

that 74 percent thought Nixon had

Intercontinental Press
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been involved in planning the break-

in and/or the cover-up.

More Scandals, More Cover-Ups

The Ervin committee hearings were,
for all practical purposes, over. They
did not formally resume until Septem
ber 24. Afraid of further shaking the
credibility of the government, the com
mittee concentrated on trivial or repe
titious questioning of the lowest-rank

ing Nixon gangsters who could be

found. Television coverage of the
hearings was quickly brought to an
end.

For more than two months after the

committee's recess, Nixon was given
a truce by his congressional critics, a

breathing space in which he could try
to repair the damage. Unable to

answer the specific charges, he instead
tried general assertions of innocence,

and press conferences in which he

evaded the more embarrassing ques
tions or simply answered them with

lies.

But this public relations effort pro
duced no significant change, ac
cording to the polls, in the widespread
belief in Nixon's guilt. And additional
scandals continued to surface.

On August 6, the White House was

compelled by persistent questions from
the press to release a report showing
that Nixon had benefited from the ex

penditure of $10 million in govern-
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ment funds for improvements, dictated

by "security" needs, on his San Cle-

mente and Key Biscayne homes.

The same day brought the first pub

lic disclosure that Sprio Agnew was
under investigation for corruption in

Maryland.

Under normal circumstances, the

Baltimore grand jury would never

have been permitted to hear ac

cusations against the vice-president.

But in the atmosphere created by the

Watergate disclosures, Nixon was

finding it difficult enough to conceal
his own crimes without going out on
a limb for Agnew. Lower-ranking of
ficials were even less willing to take

the risk involved in suppressing the
investigation.

In this situation, Agnew had no
chance. His October 10 resignation

and sentencing demonstrated how far

Nixon's authority had been eroded,

while it pushed that erosion even

further.

Confrontation With Cox

Agnew's resignation also removed

one major obstacle that made the U. S.

ruling class reluctant to get rid of
Nixon: the problem of a suitable suc

cessor. On October 12, the same day
that Nixon nominated Gerald Ford to

replace Agnew, the federal appeals
court in Washington put the Nixon

problem back in the center of the
stage.

The appeals court upheld Judge Si
rica's earlier ruling requiring Nixon

to turn over the White House tapes.

This forced Nixon to enter the

inevitable confrontation with Cox

from a position of weakness.

It had been known for months that

Nixon was awaiting a suitable op
portunity to get rid of Cox. The ap
pointment of a special prosecutor in

the first place was a concession forced
on Nixon by the scandal. But any
prosecutor who was not an active par

ticipant in the cover-up^-would sooner
or later have come across leads point

ing to evidence of Nixon's involve
ment. Nixon could not avoid a con

frontation with Cox indefinitely; he

could only hope for a public atmo

sphere that would allow him to get
away with firing him.

Nixon's October 19 announcement

of a phony "compromise" plan, which
would have involved Nixon himself

summarizing the evidence on the
tapes, could not create that atmo

sphere. The next day, his firing of
Cox — and of Richardson and As

sistant Attorney General William
Ruckelshaus when they refused to take

responsibility for getting rid of Cox —
underlined that what was involved

was Nixon's admission that his only

defense was to suppress the evidence



and prevent any real investigation
whatsoever.

Within a week, the continuing flood
of telegrams and letters demanding
Nixon's impeachment had forced him
to agree to hand over the tapes and to

appoint a new special prosecutor, who

retained Cox's entire staff and soon

began asking for documents that

Nixon had refused to give Cox.

Having been forced to back down

here, Nixon had no choice but to de

stroy the evidence that he was not al

lowed to keep in his own possession.

On October 31, two of the subpoenaed

tapes were declared to be "nonexistent"

— and by that time they probably

were. Within days of this new admis
sion of guilt, such ruling-class
journals as the New York Times,

Boston Globe, Atlanta Journal, Den

ver Post, Detroit News and Time

magazine called for Nixon's resigna

tion. The only "defense" of Nixon that

was to gain a serious hearing was the

argument that instead of resigning he

should undergo impeachment and
trial by Congress.

Nixon's attempt to do something on
his own behalf—a new public re

lations offensive labeled "Operation

Mimm
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Candor"—quickly foundered on the

November 21 disclosure that on

another of the subpoenaed tapes the

entire eighteen minutes dealing with

Watergate had been mysteriously

erased. Even one of Nixon's lawyers

admitted that he could think of "no

innocent explanation" of the erasure.

In the House of Representatives De

cember 6, just before the vote con

firming Ford as vice-president. Demo

crat Clarence Long of Maryland ex

plained to the Republicans why the

Republicans themselves would have
to initiate any moves to force Nixon

from office:

"Any partisan Democrat would have

to be out of his mind to take that mill

stone of the back of you Republicans.

If you keep the present incumbent in
for three more years, the Democrats

couid win with the Boston strangler."

Long's remark, Marjorie Hunter re

ported in the New York Times, "was
greeted by cheers and laughter from
the Democrats and good-natured

roars from the Republicans."

A year of Watergate had made

Nixon into a butt of ridicule even to

the members of his own party. The

prevailing belief in Washington was
that, whether through resignation or
impeachment, Nixon would be re

moved before the end of the spring. □

The Year in Review

Detente and the Asian Revolution
By Ernest Harsch

The echoes of Nixon's 1972 trips
to Moscow and Peking reverberated
well into 1973, setting the tone for a
flurry of meetings and conferences,
agreements, and accords, all designed
to stave off the advance of the Asian

revolution. "The object is control, the
enemy is the future," remarked Tom
Engelhardt in the April 9 Far Eastern
Economic Review. "The US Govern
ment today is using a new instrument
to do what empires have always done.
It is taking out an insurance policy
against its own demise." And the
bureaucrats in Moscow and Peking
have agreed to help underwrite that
insurance.

The year 1973 opened with the most
graphic example yet of the serious
consequences that this arrangement

can have on the maturation of the

Asian revolution.

The Indochina Accords: Prelude to
0 New Counterrevolutionary
Offensive

After the signing of the Paris ac
cords on January 27, declarations
about the "new era of peace" in Viet
nam — albeit with a slight undertone
of skepticism— blared over radios
around the world. Movie theaters were
silenced for one miniite in com
memoration of this "historic" event.
Months later, U. S. Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger even received the
Nobel "Peace" Prize for his role in the
negotiations. Despite all the pomp and

wishful verbiage, the cease-fire re
mained an uneasy one, with Saigon
still undertaking forays almost a year
later.

What the accords represented, if not
an end to the war, was an attempt
by Washington to win through secret
diplomacy what it was unabie to win
on the battlefield. In this respect, the
failure of the U. S. imperialists to
bomb the Vietnamese into submission
was an important victory for the Viet
namese people and, in the final
analysis, the world revolution —a vic
tory toward which the antiwar move
ment made a significant contribution.

But the ultimate goal of the Viet
namese revolution — the overthrow of

capitalism in the south — has yet to be
achieved.

Intercontinental Press



The accords, which recognize main

tenance of the Saigon puppet regime,
also register the betrayal of the Viet

namese revolution by the bureaucrats

in Moscow and Peking. Should Hanoi

and the Provisional Revolutionary

Government (PEG) of South Vietnam
prove incapable of overcoming the

limitations imposed upon them by the
Soviet and Chinese Stalinists, the

Indochinese revolution would face a

severe setback.

The signing of the accords also had

immediate repercussions in the rest

of Indochina. Before cease-fire agree
ments could be concluded in Laos and

Cambodia, Washington sought to
soften up the insurgents through mas
sive terror bombing. In the first four

months of the year, 265,658 tons of

bombs were dropped on Indochina,

mostly in Cambodia and Laos — a

more intense level of bombing in those

countries than during previous

periods of the war.

In Laos, the moves toward a tem

porary settlement went further than

in either Cambodia or South Vietnam.

A cease-fire agreement was signed on
February 22, and by September 14

an accord calling for a coalition

government, the Provisional Govern
ment of National Union, had already

been concluded. The Laotian agree

ment was much more favorable to the

liberation forces than was the agree

ment in South Vietnam: It recognized
the existence of the areas controlled

by the Pathet Lao (about four fifths

of the country) and gave them equal

representation in the national govern

ment with the forces of the Vientiane

administration. Should the agreement
break down, however, the U. S.-

backed forces in the coalition govern

ment, who control the instruments of

repression, would be in position, with

the aid of American air support, to
attempt to drive the Pathet Lao out

of the "neutralized" zones.

Also, in contrast to Cambodia and

South Vietnam, the liberation forces

in Laos appear to have stopped far
short of what they were capable of. In
January, Sot Pethrasy, the head of the

Pathet Lao office in Vientiane, said,

"We do not want any splitting up of
Laos. Our unchanging position is that
the Laotian problem must be resolved
by peaceful means. We could take

over the entire country, but we are not

doing so. This is proof of our good

will." In this light, the Pathet Lao's

military actions were simply a way of
exerting pressure on the negotiations.

The leadership of the Laotian libera

tion forces have apparently not

learned the lessons of the two previous

attempts to form coalition govern
ments in Laos: Both in 1957 and in

1962, similar coalition governments

were overthrown by rightist military

coups.

While the insurgent forces in Cam

bodia have come under an extreme

SIHANOUK: Fifth wheel on carriage of
detente.

amount of military pressure from the

massive U. S. bombing and political
pressure from Peking and Hanoi, no

cease-fire has yet materialized there.

In an interview in Algiers in Septem

ber, Prince Norodom Sihanouk

charged that Peking and Hanoi had

stopped supplying materiel to the

Khmer Rouge in the effort to live up

to their obligations under the Paris

accords.

While Sihanouk maintained an in

dependent posture, he also gave indi

cations to Washington that he would

be willing to participate in a nego

tiated settlement that' would allow him

to return to power. But with the De
cember defeat of the United Nations

resolution calling for the recognition
of Sihanouk's government in exile.

Washington decided to continue back
ing the Lon Nol regime. However,
should the "mayor of Pnompenh" be
toppled, Washington might be forced
to accept Sihanouk's offer as a way
of sidetracking the Cambodian revolu
tion. Such a course, to say the least,

would be extremely risky for U. S.
imperialism, especially since Si
hanouk's influence over the Khmer

Rouge is dubious.

Washington, for its part, conceived
of the January accords as a means

of at least temporarily demobilizing
the Vietnamese masses. Its strategy

was twofold:

First of all it had to stabilize the

highly vulnerable puppet regime in

Saigon, which had survived only

thanks to the Pentagon's massive air

and ground support. The widespread
antiwar sentiment in the United States

made support on that scale no longer
possible. Washington thus needed a
breathing space in which to strengthen
the Saigon regime to the point that it
could defend imperialism's position in
Indochina without the presence of

U. S. pilots or ground troops.
This was what was behind the sec

tions in the Paris accords legitimating

the presence of U. S. "advisers" and the
resupply of weapons and munitions
used in "defensive" operations. The

PRC has charged that 20,000
"advisers" remained in South Vietnam,

training Saigon troops and in some

instances leading operations. Wash
ington has sent enough ammunition

to Saigon to enable it to use up 8,000
tons monthly, and in October the
Pentagon announced that Saigon
would get new F-5E fighter-bombers
as replacements for the older F-5s, a
step that would increase Saigon's
ability to bomb PRC positions.

From Saigon's — and Washington's
— viewpoint, it would have been folly

to release the 200,000 political prison

ers being held in Thieu's jails. Any
forces opposing Thieu, even those call
ing themselves "neutralist," would tend

to weaken the puppet regime. So the
stifling of dissent is a matter of im

portance to the White House. Fred

Branfman, an expert on South Viet

nam, recently told a U. S. congres
sional committee: "While in Saigon,

I  learned that the political prisoner

problem has actually been increasing

since the Paris Accords."

To achieve the necessary breathing

space for strengthening the Saigon
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regime, Nixon enlisted the aid of the

Soviet and Chinese bureaucrats, who,
in line with their own narrowly con
ceived national interests and their

policy of peaceful coexistence, were
willing to collaborate in such an

operation.

The second immediate aim of U. S.

imperialism was to roll back the

gains made by the revolution in the

south. While Washington was willing
to accept, at least for the time being,
the existence of a workers state in the

north, the continued control by the
liberation forces of extensive areas in

the south posed too much of a threat

to Saigon. Using the accords as a
cover, Washington gave Thieu free
rein to attack and weaken the PRC

positions.

The June 10 New York Times noted:

"Almost all of the 300 villages that the
Communists took over at the end of

January, shortly before and just after
the peace agreement, have been re

captured by South Vietnamese Gov

ernment troops." In October, the PRC

accused the Saigon regime of having

committed more than 240,000 cease

fire violations since January.
A report from Amnesty Internation

al in July observed that the CIA-or-

ganized Operation Phoenix, which was

responsible for the assassination of

more than 20,000 suspected cadres
of the National Liberation Front

(NLF), was still functioning: "Since
the January Ceasefire the Phoenix

Program has continued in operation
while being adjusted to the political
needs of the post-ceasefire period."
In September Nixon threatened to

renew the bombing of North Vietnam

if the SAM-2 missile sites at Khe-

sanh were not moved north of the 17th

Parallel. In mid-October, amid Sai
gon-inspired rumors of an impending
North Vietnamese-PRC "offensive,"
Thieu began to escalate his "defensive"

land-grabbing operations. By late No

vember, this new counterrevolutionary
offensive had already reached the
stage where hundreds of bombing
missions were being flown over NLF-

controlled areas by the Saigon air
force.

The PRC issued an order October 15

calling on its forces to defend them

selves against "acts of war and sabo

tage" of the Paris accords. By Decem
ber the ciashes between the liberation

forces and the puppet troops had

again reached a high pitch. Washing
ton stationed the aircraft carrier

Midway off the coast of North Viet
nam, thus implying a renewal of the

bombing of North Vietnam if the strife
developed into a major threat to the
Saigon regime.
This new imperialist aggression

would have been impossible without

4 X

KIM: Extends detente to U S. troops In
South Korea.

the acquiescence of Moscow and

Peking. The detente, rather than usher

ing in a "new era of peace," has served

to reassure the White House.

Throughout the course of the Vietnam
war, Washington watched very closely
the responses of Moscow and Peking
to its aggressive moves. The renewal

of the bombing of North Vietnam,
then the bombing of Hanoi, then the

mining of Haiphong harbor, all
posed challenges to the Soviet and

Chinese bureaucrats. Their criminal

refusal to provide adequate aid to the

Vietnamese revolution made it

possible for Washington to maintain

its beachhead in the south and to es

calate its genocidal war on the Viet

namese people.

Thus, on the basis of the past per
formances of the Staiinists in Moscow

and Peking, Washington and Saigon
felt secure in launching their current

offensive. And they had no reason

to revise their calculations. In No

vember Nguyen Huu Tho, president

of the PRC, visited Peking in hope of

getting at least some support, but

speeches by Premier Chou En-lai were,
according to the New York Times,
relatively "moderate" and made no

mention whatsoever of Washington's

role in Thieu's land-grabbing op
erations.

The new aggression thus confronted
the international antiwar and labor

movements at the end of the year with

a  new challenge. It may again

be necessary in 1974 to mobilize on

an international scale to stay the hand

of the U. S. imperialists and aid the

Vietnamese revolution.

Washington, Moscow, and Peking
Pipy Their Cards

The willingness of the Soviet and
Chinese bureaucrats to collaborate

with imperialism — and their ability to
put pressure on liberation struggles —

gives Washington much more flexibili

ty in its attempts to safeguard the sta

tus quo in Asia. In particular, it opens
the possibility of reducing its visible
military presence in the area —a

course that is especially useful in help
ing to undercut the widespread senti
ment in the United States opposed to
military intervention in the affairs of

other countries. Such a "low profile"
stance would, of course, be accompa
nied by stepped-up military and finan
cial assistance to Washington's proxy
regimes, and a readiness to intervene

quickly in a more open way if de
velopments prove too much for them

to handle.

Following the Paris accords, prepa
rations were made to apply a similar

strategy to the rest of Asia. This in

volved a series of agreements and

understandings among Washington,
Moscow, Peking, Tokyo, and the oth
er regimes in the area.

When Leonid Brezhnev visited India

in November, he dropped a number of

references to a "coliective security plan"
designed to safeguard the "indepen

dence" of Moscow's diplomatic ailies
in Asia. While no formal agreements
were announced, the thrust of Brezh

nev's trip was obvious: to assure New

Delhi of Moscow's aid in stabilizing

the Indian subcontinent and to

strengthen Moscow's ties with the

Candhi regime as a diplomatic lever

Intercantinenfal Press



in Moscow's interbureaucratie dis

putes with Peking.

Peking, for its part, has for years
had diplomatic and trade agreements
with the regimes in Pakistan and Sri

Lanka. In 1973 there were also signs
of a possible rapprochement with New
Delhi and Dacca — despite Peking's op
position to the independence struggle
of Bangladesh in 1971. In May, Pres
ident Marcos of the Philippines an
nounced that Chou En-lai had given
him "assurances" that the token aid

from Peking to the Muslim rebels in

Mindanao would cease.

However much the diplomatic ma-
neuverings of Moscow and Peking
may be modified by their interbureau

cratie rivalry, they are both interested

in maintaining the status quo in Asia.

This policy is highlighted most graph
ically when revolutionary develop
ments actually challenge any of their

"allies." In 1971, Washington, London,

Moscow, and Peking, as well as the

Egyptian, Pakistani, and Indian re

gimes, rushed arms to Bandara-

naike's popular-front government in

Sri Lanka to help put down a rebel
lion by young radicals.

Tokyo, Washington's chief imperial
ist competitor in Asia, is also pushing
its own interests more openly, especial

ly in South Korea and Southeast Asia.
While its various attempts at detente
with Moscow and Peking have so far
resulted in little (not even the Siberian
oil project has been consummated),

diplomatic and trade agreements with

the workers states would help Tokyo
protect its own economic interests and

strengthen its position in relation to

U. S. imperialism.

Another outcome of the Washington-
Peking detente has been the temporary

settlement of the diplomatic dispute
over Korea in the United Nations.

The compromise agreement between
Park Chung Hee of South Korea and

Kim II Sung of North Korea in ef

fect sanctioned the status quo
and dropped all mention of Kim's pre
vious demand for the withdrawal of

U.S. troops from the south —an ar

rangement that was also in the in

terests of Japanese imperialism, since
the U. S. military presence in the south
helps protect Tokyo's investments

there.

While this series of agreements
among the Stalinists and the imperial
ists may help "stabilize" Asia to a cer

tain extent, Washington is still taking
additional military precautions to en

sure its control in that region.
A part of this military preparation is

the arming and financing of Washing

ton's proxies — the regimes in South

Vietnam and Iran — which are mili

tarily strong enough to intervene on

their own in Washington's interests.

In the past few years, the shah's re-
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BANDARANAIKE: Worried by Tamil
militancy.

gime has emerged as one of the strong
est military powers in the Persian-Arab

Gulf. More than 11,000 Iranian offi

cers have received training in

the United States and about 1,000

U. S. military personnel are stationed
in Iran. In early 1973, Washington

and Tehran arranged the biggest
single arms deal ever made by the
Pentagon: $2-3 thousand million. Part

of this military budget will go toward

the building of two giant military
bases on the Indian Ocean, at Chah

Bahar and Jask. The shah has al

ready intervened militarily to help
crush revolutionary activity in the oil

fields of Oman and has announced his

readiness to come to the aid of the

Pakistani regime to aid its counter-
insurgency actions against the rebels

in Baluchistan and the North West

Frontier Province.

In his wheeling and dealing, the

shah does not confine himself to the

imperialist powers. A $600 million

contract to supply Moscow with natur
al gas was announced, and in June

the Chinese foreign minister paid a
visit to give his approval to Tehran's
efforts at "safeguarding her defenses."

In the Philippines, Washington has

helped organize the Philippines In

ternal Security Program and trained

more than 10,000 police. U. S.

"civilian" personnel are "advising"Mar-

cos in his war with the Muslim in

surgents.

In May, the U. S. undersecretary of
defense told a group of Japanese bus

inessmen that Washington "expects Ja
pan to deploy its Self-Defense Forces

overseas," and that the Japanese con

stitution "should be revised to enable

the SDF to be so deployed." But wheth

er all the legal niceties have been ob
served or not, Tokyo's military ac

tivity in Asia has been on the rise. In
early 1973, there were joint U. S.-Ja

panese and Japanese-South Korean
naval exercises carried out in the Pa

cific.

Another example of the growing mil

itary cooperation among the various
Asian regimes was the joint naval

and air force exercise held in Philip

pine waters by forces of Great Britain,
Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, and
New Zealand. The April 9 Far East

ern Economic Review noted that "the

US is helping to coordinate Australia,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Britain and

South Africa into a more cohesive

'reconnaissance' network, through

which Washington can quietly work

in the future."

Besides helping to organize the var
ious local military forces, the Penta

gon has also been greatly strengthen
ing the Seventh Fleet in the Indian

Ocean. The U.S.S. Midway has al
ready been home-ported in Yokosuka,
Japan, and plans are being discussed
for similar home ports in Guam, the

Philippines, Australia, and Singapore.
Admiral Zumwalt, Chief of Naval Op

erations, explained the reasons for this

strengthening of the U. S. naval pres

ence: "As the number of our land-based

forces deployed overseas declines, we

will need to keep some evidence of

power in sight. This will at the same

time sustain our allies' confidence in

us and demonstrate by our presence

both our capability and our determi

nation to protect our commerce and
our sources of strategic materials from

any interruption."
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A Year of Struggle

But can this fragile network of inter

linking agreements successfully con

trol the Asian revolution? If the events

of 1973 are any indication, the an

swer is No. Not only do the inter-

imperialist tensions between Washing-

MARCOS: "Assurances" from Peking and
weapons from the Pentagon.

ton and Tokyo, and the interbureau-

cratic rivalries of Moscow and Peking

threaten to strain the limits of these

"understandings," but even old dis

putes, such as that between India and

Pakistan over the status of Kashmir

(revived in November after student
demonstrations protesting India's rule
over Kashmir), add an element of po
tential conflict.

The greatest danger to the continued

rule of the imperialists and their pup

pet regimes — a danger they are fully
aware of—comes not from their bick

ering over the spoils, but from the
struggles of the students, workers, and
peasants.

The severe famine that swept across

the Indian subcontinent during the

year has only added to the continued

instability of the region. Hunger riots,

strikes, student protests, sporadic re
bellions, all were part of the turbulent

political atmosphere. The struggles for
self-determination by the numerous
oppressed nationalities in the subconti

nent constantiy raise the specter of a
new Bangladesh: The Bengali-speak
ing population of Assam state in India

has agitated for greater autonomy,
and the Telugus in Andhra Pradesh

called for the division of that state.

In Sri Lanka, the popular-front gov
ernment of Bandaranaike announced

in April that police had detected signs
of guerrilla activity among the Tamils
of the northern and eastern provinces.
While this report may be nothing more
than a cooked-up justification for a

possible campaign of repression
against the Tamils, it does reflect the

regime's concern over their growing
militancy.

The bourgeois-nationalist Awami

League regime in Bangladesh, which
was brought into power after the 1971

war of independence against Pakistan,

has resorted to imprisonment, assas
sination, intimidation, and fraud to

maintain its hold on the country. The
extreme poverty, the shortages of rice,

and the frustrated aspirations of the

freedom figMers are reflected in the
increased criticism of and opposition

to the Awami League. Both bourgeois
and revolutionary currents have

emerged to challenge the regime of
Mujibur Rahman. As Major Jalil, one
of the leaders of the liberation forces

in 1971, stated early this year: "The
struggle ended too soon."

In Pakistan, the administration of

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto again faces a pos
sible repetition of the Bangladesh ex
perience. The Baluchis and Pathans in

Baluchistan and the North West Fron

tier Province, who first raised demands

for greater autonomy, were met with
a terror campaign on the part of the

Bhutto regime. About 80,000 Paki
stani soldiers were sent into the area,

and the Baluchis, under the ieadership

of the bourgeois National Awami par
ty, organized guerrilla bands in self-

defense. Newspaper reports from Ba
luchistan describe the conflict as a

"mini civil-war."

In March, President Marcos of the

Philippines launched an offensive

against the 3 million Muslims living

on the island of Mindanao. Using

ground troops, air power, and Penta

gon-supplied weapons, he sought to

crush the Muslim nationalist move

ment there. In a matter of weeks, 742,-

000 refugees began to flee the com
bat zone. Despite the state of martial
law declared in 1972, a few voices

have begun to be raised against the
dictatorship, most notably from in
tellectuals and church leaders in

Manila.

Nineteen seventy-three might also be

called the year of the Asian student

revolt. In October, student demonstra-

BHUTTO: Campaign of terror against
Baluchis and Pathans.

tions in Bangkok sparked an uprising
by students and workers that over
threw the U. S.-backed military re
gime in Thailand. The same month

saw the first demonstrations by South
Korean students since the imposition
of martial law there in 1971.

Much of the bourgeois news cover
age recognized the significance of these

events and pointed out the potential
danger they posed if students and

workers in other Asian countries

should take up the example of the
Thai and South Korean students. In

deed, the reverberations were soon felt

in Indonesia and Malaysia, as weil

as in the student struggles in Greece

that broke out in November.

The lessons of the revolt in Thai

land are of special importance for all

Asian revoiutionists. While the upris

ing managed to oust the wideiy hated

military leaders, the new civilian re

gime quickly made efforts to contain
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the student and worker upsurge. The

dominant student organization, the
National Student Center of Thailand

(NSCT), was drawn into election ma

neuvers designed to channel the dis

content into support of the new gov

ernment. But the new regime's posi
tion is quite precarious; The more

radical segment of the NSCT split

away to form a new group and to

continue its protests, and the labor

movement started to add its weight

to the mobilizations — sometimes stag
ing up to twenty new strikes a day.

While the student actions in South

Korea have not yet led to the over

throw of the Park regime, they have

won important concessions. In early

December, the much hated head of

the Korean Central Intelligence Agen
cy (KCIA) was ousted and Park an

nounced that KCIA agents would be
removed from the campuses.

The Asian student movement re

ceived a further boost in November

when student representatives from

Thailand, Australia, Hongkong, Cam
bodia, Laos, and Singapore met in

Bangkok to map out plans for a con-

tinentwide campaign against Japanese

imperialist domination.

The growing opposition to Japanese

imperialism by Asian students is only
one reflection of the problems that

Tokyo will face in the near future.

Japan's economic difficulties, which
until November were chiefly charac

terized by skyrocketing inflation, were

increased as a result of the reduction

in Arab oil deliveries. Japan, which

gets 83 percent of its oil from the
Arab East, is particularly vulnerable

to such a tactic. Some Japanese econo
mists even predicted that Japan would
face a severe recession as a result of

the reduction. Labor unrest, which was

highlighted in April by a strike of

3.5 million public service workers,
could only increase in such an eventu

ality.

Whatever direction the events of

1974 take, the struggle for socialist

revolution will require firm opposition

not only against imperialism and its

agents, but also against Moscow and

Peking. In some cases, this lesson has
already been drawn. An open letter

by a group of ex-Naxalites (Maoists)

in India is illustrative: "Moscow tells

us Indira Gandhi is a 'socialist.' Thou

sands of revolutionaries have been

killed by this 'socialist.' Peking tells

us Bhutto is 'progressive.' We know

how many workers died on the streets

of Karachi and how many still lan

guish in prison! Both Moscow and

Peking tell us that Bandaranaike of

Ceylon is an 'anti-imperialist.' She or

ganized the murder of 8,000 comrades

in one month alone in 1971!"

Recognition of the true nature of

Stalinism in its various forms is an

important prerequisite for the forma
tion of a revolutionary Marxist leader
ship in Asia. □
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4,000 Attend Meeting of Workers Front
Coral Speaks to Workers Front
Cordoba Workers Occupy Fiat Plant
Peronist Regime Maneuvers to Repress the Left
— by Gerry Foley

Origin of "Froccion Roja" of PRT
Peron Launches Purge of His Movement
— by Gerry Foley

PST Assesses Election Results

The Blueprint for Peron's Purge
PST Statement on Assassination of Rucci

Peron Intensifies Antisociol ist Witch-Hunt

ERP, MIR. Tupamaros Sign Joint Pledge
Class-Struggle Slate Makes Gains in Trade-

Union Election

Peron Outl ines Thinking on Various Topics
PST Position on Self-Determination in Palestine

The Stand of Argentine Stal inism—"Chile Is Our
Model" —by Gerry Foley

Imperial ism and Argentine Bosses United Behind
Peronist Regime

Students Resist Repression of Mi l itants

After the High-School Actions
Dockers in Eight-Week Strike
Far-Left Group Backs Ligue Communiste
Belgian Trotskyists Protest Ban on Ligue Communiste
United-Front Meeting on Chile in Ghent

Maoists Try to Block Louvain Meeting

Bolivia

USLA Plans Campaign on Prisoners
Ex-Nun Freed

New Repression Launched
Burgoo Deported
Banzer Predicts Merger of MNR and FSB
Inside Bol ivia's Pol itical Prisons

Banzer Regime Shaken by Sel ich Murder
Torres Forms New Exile Group
Four Exile Groups Issue Col l for Struggle Against
"Fascist" Regime

Rifts Divide Mi I itary, Capitalists
MNR Leaves Banzer's Coalition —by Gerry Foley

Brazil

What It's Like in Brazi l Today

Brazi l ian Homeless Hold Congress
Peasant Leader's Life in Danger
Child Labor —A Lucrative Business

Japan's Mounting Challenge to the U.S. in Brazi l
Pol itical Pri soner Comm its "Suicide"

U.S. Group Defends Brazi I ion Pri soners
Exiles Defend Ligue Communiste
"Economic Miracle" for the Rich

Brazi l ian Trotskyist Murdered by Chile Junto

Britain

700 in London March Against War
Fake Lefts Find Their Tongues on Vietnam
"Welsh Nation" Reviews "Land or Death"

Heath's Compl icity in Bombing of Vietnam
12,000 March in London Against the War
Iceland Fighting Second "Codfish War"
— by David Thorstad

Engineers Union Hit by Huge Fines
— by AlfJennings and Bob Wil l iams

Joint Actions in Britain Support Irish Struggle
— by Rosemary Sul l ivan

1972 —Big Year for Strikes
Irish Fighters Denounce U. S. Aid to Britain
— by Gerry Foley

Ceylon and the Healy School of Falsification
— by J ay a Vithana

U.S. Irish Oppose Nixon's Support to Britain
— by Fred Burns O'Brien

Trade Unions Call General Strike

Students Demand Rise in Government Aid

Protest Strike Set for May I
Students Strike Against Grant System
Women Discuss "Sexism and Capitalism"
Women Win Low-Cost Contraception
Women Found Housewives Union
Why White Paper on Ireland Failed—by James Conway
Britain to Extradite Taiwanese to U. S.

Mi l l ions Strike on May Day
Joint Declaration on Repression
Immigrant Workers Meet in London
Iceland Uses NATO as Lever in Fishing Dispute
— by David Thorstad

Wilson Challenges Labour Executive
Committee Formed to Defend "Belfast 10"

Trotsky's Writings on Britain —by Mary Wilson (BR)
London Protest Against Ceylon Repression
London Blacks Protest Pol ice Assault

African Liberation Day in Britain
Withdrawal From Ireland Campaign Launched in Britain
Trotskyists Condemn Ban on Ligue Communiste
CP Seeks to Soften Grants Campaign
Glasgow March Protests Cambodia Bombing
British Groups Wage Defense Campaign for Ligue
Communiste

Australia

Dockers End Boycott of U. S.
Boycott Shook Even State Departm ent — by Sol Salby
Trotskyists Hold Conference
Whitlom Visits Indonesia

Austral ia Tries to Keep Singapore Spy Base
CP's Weekly Reviews Losey Film
Regime Raids Its Own Spies —by Sol Salby
Raids Carried Out on Ustasha Suspects
Opposition to French Bomb Tests Grows
— by J eff Mathews

Conference Sets Goals for Social ist Youth

— by Jamie Doughney
Labor Youth Moves Left

Protesters Picket French Offices in Protest of

Ban on Ligue Communiste

Austria

Workers Begin to Move
Vienna's Largest Antiwar Demonstration
On the History of Austrian Trotskyism
— by Raimund Loew

Workers Resist "Stabi l ization" of Wages
Protest at French Embassy in Vienna
Steelworkers Fight "Social Partnership"
— by Hermann Dworczak

Bangladesh
Interview With Guerri l la Leader

Political Turmoi l in Bonglodesh — by Ibne Azod
How the Awami League Rules Bangladesh
— by Jon Rothschild

First Notional Elections in Bangladesh
Rahman Suppresses Opposition Newspaper —by A. Hag
Dacca Journal ists Protest Closing of Paper
Mui ib Retreats on Two Repressive Moves

Belgium
The Cose of Dr. Wil l iam Peers

Students March Against Army Reform
Medical Society Opposes Abortion
Abortion Becomes on Issue
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Outcry Protests London-Lisbon Al l iance
London Tightens Immigration Restrictions
Trotskyists' Open Letter to SLL on Defense of

Ligue Communiste
"New Statesman" Looks at Ban on Ligue Communiste
Ten Thousand Protest Lisbon's Wars in Africa

Strikers Put Out Newspaper
Conference Calls Anticolonial Pratest

Wilson Heads Off Challenge From "Left"
— by Tony Hodges

Study Women's History at London Workshop
Rally Soi idarizes With Ligue Communiste
Demonstrators Score Chilean Coup —by Geoff Holms
First Firemen's Strike —by Donald Waterson
Heath Declares "State of Emergency"
— by Tony Hodges

Mare on Chile Sol idarity March in London

Cambodia

Laos, Cambodia Feel Effect of Vietnam Pact

— by David Thorstad
B-52s Devastating Cambodian Vi l lages
— by Allen Myers

Prince Norodom Sihanouk's Blunted Sword

— by David Burton (BR)

Canada

Left Caucus Wins Support in Ontario's NDP
— by Mark Gans

Canada's Inferno

Irish Demonstrations in U. S. and Canada

Tuition Hikes Spark Campus Protests
— by Howard Brown

Indians Challenge Trudeau
Open Letter to Left Wing of Parti Quebecais
— by Alain Seiner

Support Grows for Jailed Quebec Unionists
Women's Coalition Sets Tribunal

Trotskyists Hold Cross-Canada Convention
— by Dick Fidler

Petition for Jailed Ukrainian Dissidents

Quebed Groups Demand Ban on Ligue Communiste
Be Lifted

Canadian Trotskyists Protest Ban on Ligue
Communiste

Why Labor Party Needs Social ist Policies
— by Howard Brown

Scab Legislation Ends Roll Strike
National ist Vote increases In Quebec Election
— by Dick Fidier

Morgentaler Acquitted an Abortion Charge

Chile

An Open Letter to the Candidates
Army Strengthens Hand in Ailende Regime
Battle for Production or Battle for Power?

Election Reflects Increasing Polarization
— by David Thorstad

Developing Situation of Dual Power
Lessons of the October Crisis

ITT Admits It Plotted Against Ailende
— by Jon RothschiId

Workers Power Must be Developed (interview With
Chilean Trotskyist) — by Fred Halstead

The Generals Leave Aliende's Cabinet

— by Joseph Hansen
Why the Generals "Resigned" From the Cabinet
— by Hugo Blanco

Workers Organize Distribution — by Hugo Blanco
U. S. Anti-Allende Plots Traced to 1964

— by Allen Myers
Ailende Accuses Far Left of "Provocations"
Right Wing in Popular Unity Consolidates
— by Hugo Blanco

Fascist Threat Mounting —by Hugo Blanco
Right Wing Launches New Offensive
The Sharpening Struggle-by Hugo Bianco

Fascist Pravocatians, Labor Unrest —by Hugo Blanco
Workers Meet Rightist Threat —by Hugo Blanco
New Workers Bodies Challenge Reformists

— by Hugo Bianco
How Workers Organize Production
Latin Student Gathering Sets Revisionist Course
Copper Workers Strike in Second Month
The Teniente Miners Strike and the "Threat of

Civi l War" —by Hugo Bianco
Miners Strike Poses Challenge to Ailende
— by David Thorstad

The Struggle Revives —by Hugo Blanco
Attempted Coup Foiled-by David Tharstad
The Workers Against the Black Market
— by Hugo Blanco

Ailende Names New, All-Civi l ian Cabinet

— by David Thorstad
Workers Respond to the Threat of a Coup
Statement Signed by Representatives of Left
Statement by Vicuna Mackenna Cordan

Counterrevalutianaries Step Up Pressure
— by Gerry Foley

Why the J une 29 Coup Attempt Failed
— by Eduardo Gonzales

In the Aftermath of the Attempted Coup
— by Hugo Blanco

Opposition Steps Up Offensive —by David Thorstad
The Coup—What Happened and Why —by Gerry Foley
Reactions to the Coup — by David Thorstad
Nixon Regime Pleads innocence
How U.S. Tightened Economic Screws on Ailende
Salvador Ailende-Bon Vivant With a Fatal Flaw

How Sailors Reacted to Plans for a Coup
The Chilean Showdown As It Unfolded

Pol itical Prisoners Fail Before Firing Squads
— by Gerry Foley

Hugo Blanco Reported Offered Asylum in Sweden
World Protest Mounts Against Coup
Was Aliende's Chile Social ist?

"Workers in Front Lines in Latin America" —

Interview With Hugo Blanco
Sol idarity With the Chilean Workers (Statement

of the Fourth international)
Statement by Revolutionists Prior to Coup
Growing Dual Power on Eve of Coup
Eyewitness Account of Repression — Interview With
Hugo Blanco, Eduardo Creus, and Juliao Bordoo

"Pools of Blood" on Sidewalks of Santiago
— by Gerry Foley

Refugees Face Police interrogation
Two Swedish Citizens Tel l of Torture

"The Black Carnation" Saved Blanco

Fifty Years of Stal inist Treachery —A Postscript
— by Milton Alvin

MIR Plans Future Fight —Calls for Sol idarity
(Interview With Mi l itant of MIR)

Workers Resisted Coup, But Leadership Was
Lacking (Interview With a Refugee)

Why MIR Did Not Win Leadership of Workers
Eyewitness Accounts of Raging Repression
— by Gerry Foley

ERP, MIR, Tupamaros Sign Joint Pledge
Junta Installs Officers in Al l Key Posts
— by Gerry Foley

Inside Santiago's Two Stadiums
Terror in National Stadium

Exile Discusses Lessons of Coup
Gus Hall, a Prophet Scorned: Why Didn't "Pravda"

and Corvalan Listen?

Peruvian Committee Coils far Sol idarity With
Victims of Junta

Correspondence: A Possible Misinterpretotion
Reply

"Dagens Nyheter" Reporter Tells of His
imprisonment

Vaidivia Pol itical Prisoners' Declaration

Left Mi l itants Debate Lessons of Coup
(Interview With a Trotskyist)
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Hugo Blanco Arrives in Sweden From Chile
British Demonstrators Score Coup —by Geoff Holms
Letter From Chilean Refugee
The Stand of Argentine Stal inism—"Chile Is Our

Model" —by Gerry Foley
Luis Vitale Reported Held by Junto
Chile Stadium —The Junta's Chornel House

The Role of the Cordones Industrioles

— by Hugo Blanco
United-Front Meeting on Chile in Ghent
Maoists Try to Block Louvoin Meeting

Report From o Victim of the J unta
Moscow's New Line on Struggle in Chile
— by Gerry Foley

Imperialism and Al l ies Rushing Financial Aid to
J unta

Daily Body Count Along the Avenido Deportomentol
J unto to Try Hector Gutierrez
Junto Cautious in Mining Center
Demand Junto Release Luis Vitale

Brazi l ian Trotskyist Murdered by Junto
Alberto Corvolon Reported Sentenced to Death
Junto Faces Economic Disaster

Swedish Ambassador Expelled
More on Chile Sol idarity March in London

China

Peking and Moscow Hai l the Ceose-Fire
— by Jon Rothschild

International Indochina Conference Opens —
U.S. and China Move Toward New Deals

Sovoir Faire in Peking
Teng Hsiao-ping Bock in Circulation — by Les Evans
Signs of Detente Between Moo and Marcos
Tenth Congress of the Communist Party
— by Les Evans

China Today —Report of a New Zealand Engineer

Colombia

Wove of Land Occupations Sweeps Colombia
138 Tried for Guerri l la Activity
Teachers Strike Against Cutbacks

U.S. Blockade Increasingly Shaky—Argentina
Restores Diplomatic Relations

Hanoi, Havana Deplore Sino-Soviet Rift
— by Dick Fidler

Cyprus
Makorios Wi l l Run Again
Mokorios Wins New Term

Regime Reports Anti-Makorios Plot —by Gerry Foley

Czechoslovakia

Pamphlet Scores U.S. CP on Czech Trials
Czech Writers Speak Up for Political Prisoners
Appeal for Support to Victims of Witch-Hunt
The Czech Pol itical Trials and the Opposition
Czech Student Leader Speaks Out at Trial
Husok Tightens Up Penal Code
For a Free and Social ist Czechoslovakia

Denmark

Workers Go Out on Strike

Compromise Proposed in Strike
Workers End Three-Week Strike

Parliament Votes Abortion Low

20,000 March Against NATO Meeting

Dominican Republic
Balaguer Moves to Crush Opposition
— by David Thorstad

Caomano Reported Ki l led in Guerri l la Clash
— by David Thorstad

Confusion Surrounds "Invasion" — by David Thorstad
Balaguer Announces Defeat of Guerri l las
— by David Thorstad

Crisis Hits Dominican Revolutionary Party

Caamano's Views as Reported by the PCD
— by Gerry Foley

CP Might Back Balaguer Reelection
Pol ice Sent Against Strikers

Egypt
Sadat Ends Strike by Force —by Jon Rothschild
Sadat Tries to Whip Students Into Line
— by Jon Rothschild

Students Demand Democratic Rights
Why the "Stage of Total Confrontation" Was Launched
— by Jon Rothschild

Leftist Workers, Intellectuals Arrested

Sadat's "Internal War" on Students, Workers

— by Jon Rothschild

Ethiopia
Famine Tol l May Reach 100,000

Finland

The Class Struggle in Finland 1968-72
— by Pekka Haapakoski

Balance-Sheet of the Spring Strike Wave
— by Pekka Haapakoski

France

Ligue Communiste, Lutte Ouvriere to Present Joint
First-Round Candidacy

Communist League Holds Convention
The Communist League's Position on the Coming

Elections

Strasbourg Abortion Trial
CP Seeking "Democratic Reforms"
On the Coming Legislative Elections
— by Pierre Frank

The Far Left and the Legislative Elections
— by Henri Weber

Polls Register Shift to Left —by Henri Weber
Stephane Just Lays His Proofs on the Table
Lutte Ouvriere's Stand on the CP — by Fel ix Lour son
Position of Ligue Communiste on Vietnam Accords

Correction

Ligue Communiste Holds Election Rally
— by Pierre Frank

Statement by Doctors on Abortion
After the Legislative Elections —by Henri Weber
Ligue Communiste on the Campaign Trai l
Krivine on Speaking Tour of Martinique
Struggle Wi l l Go On After March I I —by Henri Weber
Ligue Communiste on the Campaign Trai l
First-Round Vote Sets Back Gaul l ists

General Tendencies in the First-Round Elections

— by Pierre Frank
Revolutionary Candidates in the Elections
Gaul l ists Squeak Through on Second Round
Ligue Communiste's Position on Second-Round

Elections

High-Schoolers Take to the Streets
— by Jon Rothschi ld

A Brief Analysis of the Elections —by Pierre Frank
80,000 Students Demonstrate in Paris Streets

— by J on Rothschi Id
The Lambertists and the Vargaites Fal l Out
— by Pierre Frank

Platform of the Committees Against the Debre Law
CP Lies About Student Movement

Youth Challenge Bourgeois Mi l itary, Education
— by Jon Rothschild

Youth Upsurge Continues to Gain Ground
Fascists, Cops Launch Attacks on Youth
Has the Communist Party Made a Basic Turn?
— by Arthur Colt

"Le Monde" Evaluates Forces in Youth Movement

— by Thierry Pfister
What Next in the Youth Mobil ization?

— by M. Reconati
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How the Negotiations With the Trade-Union
Leadership Were Conducted

The Unions, the Students, and the Current

Mobi l ization

Immigrant Workers Enter the Fray
— by Jon Rothschild

Workers at Peugeot Face Fascist Attack
Ligue Communiste Central Committee's Pol itical

Resolution

Volunteer Army or Struggle Against Bourgeois Army?
— by Pelix Lourson

Struggle for Right to Abortion Grows
The Fight Against Wage Divisions at Renault
Red Circles Discuss Movement Against Debre Law
Austral ian Opposition to French Bomb Tests Grows
— by J eff Mathews

Mobi l ize for Right to Abortion
Workers Self-Defense on Agenda
Communist League Holds Workers Conference
— by Fel ix Lourson

After the Elections and the Spring
— by Pierre Prank

Pompidou Outlaws French Trotskyists
— by Jon RothschiId

The "Antiwrecker Law"—A License for Frome-Ups
Broad Meeting Called to Protest Ban
What Is the Ligue Communiste?
The Ordre Nouveou Fascists

Ligue Communiste Open Letter to Secretary of
Autonomous Federation of Pol ice Unions

Press Interview With Alain Krivine

Sol idarity With the Ligue Communiste (Statement
of Social ist Workers Party)

Broad Campaign Under Way to Defend Trotskyists
— by Jon Rothschild

Belgian Far-Left Group Backs Ligue
International Actions Support Ligue
Appeal for Formation of Committee to Fight Ban on
L igue Communiste

International Statements of Sol idarity With Ligue
Comm uni ste

Quebec Groups Demand Ban Be Lifted
Protest at French Embassy in Vienna
British Trotskyists Condemn Ban
Canadian Trotskyists Protest Bon
New Zealand Trotskyists Say Free Krivine

Pompidou Flouts Order to Release Krivine
"Rouge" Wi l l Go On Despite Ban on Ligue Communiste

Coll for Commission to Investigate the Events
of June 21

Fascist Violence Goes On — Portuguese
Immigrant Worker Murdered

Lessons of J uly 4 Sol idarity Meeting
International Campaign to Defend Ligue Communiste

British Groups Wage Defense Campaign
German Trotskyists Ask Sol idarity With Ligue
Frankfurt Mass Meeting Protests Ban
Austral ian Protesters Picket French Offices

Belgian Trotskyists Protest Ban
" I I Manifesto" in Sol idarity With Ligue

New Zealand Committee Demands End to Bon on Ligue
Trotskyists Continue Fight for Legal ity
— by Jon Rothschild

Behind Marcel l in's Pressure on Court

"Nouvel Observateur" Looks at Krivine Cose

Why CP Defends Far-Left Groups

"Rouge" Appeals to CP Members — United Front of
Workers Must Answer Regime's Repression

Call for International United Front to Defend

French Trotskyists (Statement of the Fourth
International)

International Actions Defend Ligue
An Initial Analysis of the Ban on the Ligue
Communiste —by Pierre Frank

Ital ian Petition for Ligue Communiste
Spanish Trotskyists Hai l Ligue Communiste
Japanese Trotskyists Protest Bon on Ligue
"New Statesman" Looks at Bon on Ligue

French Nuclear Tests Go On

The Bon and the Sol idarity Campaign (Interview
With Ex-Ligue Leader)

The Lip Factory: Workers Control Challenges
Capital ist Rule —by Carol ine Lund

Alain Krivine Released—Challenges Marcel l in to
Debate —by Jon Rothschild

Growing International Support for Ligue
Brazi l ian Exiles Defend Ligue Communiste
Cops Oust Workers From Occupied Lip Factory
— by Jon Rothschild

Pierre Rousset Released

Government Fails to Demoralize Lip Workers
— by S. Triton

How Bureaucrats Sabotage Lip Sol idarity
Traditional Sex Roles Shaken by Lip Strike
Immigrant Workers Fight Racism With Strikes
— by Jon Rothschild

70,000 March on Besoncon to Support Lip Workers
— by Jon Rothschild

Trotskyist Leader Imprisoned
Employers Take Reprisals After Strikes Against

Raci sm

Bureaucrats "Support" Imm igrant Workers
Rally in London Sol idarizes yVith Ligue Communiste
Trotskyist Released From Jai l
Lip Workers Refuse to Give Up Their Struggle
Abortion Group Holds Conference
Fascists Step Up Action, Attack Student Mi l itants
Government Stalls on Appeal Challenging Ban on
L igue Communi ste

Unions Call for 24-Hour General Strike December 6

Trotskyists Discuss Shopkeepers' Strike

Germany, Democratic Republic of (East)
Shah Recognizes East Germany
Havemann's Stand Against Stal inism
— by George Novack (BR)

Wolf Biermann — Poet, Ballodeer, Pol itical Activist

Germany, Federal Republic of (West)
German Trotskyist Fusion Conference
Behind the Turmoi l in the Metal Union

Social Democrats at a Turning Point
— by Herwort Achterberg

Brezhnev's Pact With German Imperialism
— by J on Rothschi Id

Pol ice Raid Maoist Group
Bonn Marchers Demand Right to Abortion
German Trotskyists Ask Sol idarity With Ligue
Communiste

Frankfurt Mass Meeting Protests Ban on Ligue
Communiste

Greece

Athens Pol ice Attack Demonstrators

Student Protests Continue

Students Continue to Challenge Junta
Imprisoned Greek Trotskyists' Appeal
Trotskyist Prisoners in Appeal to Student
Movement

Junta Shuns J urists' Commission

Students Appeal for World Support
Navy Fails in Try to Dump Colonels —by Allen Myers
Junta Shaken by Extent of Navy Plot
Pri soners Col I for Mob i I ization to Free J unta' s

Pol itical Prisoners

Dictator Seeks Support With Amnesty
After the J unta's Amnesty (Interview W ith a Greek
T rotsky i St)
Correction

Students Stage Demonstration in Athens
Songfest Ends in Street Demonstration
Fourth International Salutes Trotskyists Released
From Prison (Statement of the Fourth International)

Students Stage Demonstrations in Athens
Mass Demonstrations Shake Dictatorship — by Gerry
Foley
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Obscure General" Ousts Papcdopouios in Athens
Coup —by Gerry Foley

New J unto Flounders, Stall s for Time

— by Gerry Foley
The Revolutionary Explosion In Athens (Statement

of the Fourth International)
The Athens Revolt of November 14-17

Sinn Fein's Program in Elections
Mixed Response to British White Paper
In Defense of the "Fort Worth 5"

Officials Denounce Derry Repression
TrotskyIsts Hold Conference
Why Britain's White Paper Failed — by James Conway
United Action Defends U.S.-Irish Against Repression
Revolutionary Nationalism, Class Struggle, and
Problems of Party Building—by Gerry Foley

Official and Provisional Positions on Northern

Irish Elections

Performing Artists on a Flying Trapeze
— by Gerry Fol ey

Fresh Attempts to Intimidate Prisoners
— by Bob Pennlngton
Correction

Pol itical Prisoners Quit Soor Eire
Republ ican Found Dead In Long Kesh Cell
Committee Formed to Defend "Belfast 10"

The Elections In Northern Ireland —by Gerry Foley
Withdrawal From Ireland Campaign Launched In Britain
Kenneth Littlejohn—Agent Provocateur
— by Gerry Foley

Northern Irish Prisoners Appeal From Long Kesh
Prisoners Win In Hunger Strike
3,000 Commemorate First Derry March
Republ ican Prisoners Fight for Pol Itical Status
Young Prisoners Are Treated Like Dirt
Dubl in Regime Aids British Imperial ism
Provisional Sinn Fein Holds Conference

— by Bob Purdie
Republ icans Get Savage Sentences

Guinea

Amilcar Cabral Assassinated In Conakry

Guinea-Bissau

Amilcar Cabral Assassinated In Conakry
Declaration of Independence
London, Washington Keep Chains on Guinea

Iceland

Iceland Fighting Second "Codfish War"
— by David Thorstad

Iceland Uses NATO as Lever m Fishing Dispute
— by David Thorstad

India

Indian Mi l itants' Letter to Pakistani Vanguard
Rising Bengal i Movement in Indian State
20,000 "Naxal ltes" in Prisons

Indonesia

Mi l itary Sti l l Hunting Oppositionists

Shah Recognizes East Germany
U.S. Seeks to Deport Three Iranians
Iran Ian Students in Germany Hit U.S. Bombing
Shah Executes Seven More Iranians

Bahram Atoi Wins Deportation Fight
Shah Gives Lawyer Royal Runaround
Students Reported Ki l led by Pol ice
U.S., iron Keep Watch on Pakistan "Crisis"
— by Alien Myers

Babak Zahrale Defeats Deportation Effort
Shah's Courts Ki l l 8, Threaten 7 More
Shah Sets Sights on Domination of Arab-Persian
Gulf-by Dianne Feeley

imperial ist Capital's Penetration of Iran
— by Porsi Zadeh

Iranian Students Protest Shah's Visit to U.S.

Sociologist Tortured by Secret Pol ice
Shah Arrests 12 in "Kidnap Plot"
Two Kurdish Notional ists Executed

intellectual Arrested, Tortured

Israel

Jewish and Arab Pol itical Prisoners Tortured

Matzpen-Morxlst Answers Regime's Attacks
Against the Government Repression'.
We Accuse'. Torture in Israel i Jails

indictments issued In "Spy" Trial
The Qovernment Plot Against the Left
—by Victor C/gielman

Israel i Human Rights League Demands Inquiry into
Charges of Torture

Zionism and the Libyan Airliner-by Jon Rothschild
Pol itical Prisoners Tortured

Another Day, Another Lie
Nixon Promises Meir New U. S. Arms
On the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the Zionist

State —by Nathan Weinstock
New Wave of Repression Launched by Regime
Round One in the Haifa Trials

United Front Against Zionist Repression
Anti-Zionist Activist Before Israel i Court
How Courts Declared Marxism Against the Law
Courts Declare Anti-Zionist Program i l legal
Israel i Trotsky Ists on October War

Hundreds Died in Poisoning Epidemic

Ireland

Under the British Occupation (interview With
Maiochy McGurran)

A Step Forward for the Irish Vanguard
— by Gerry Foi ey

Sinn Fein Leader Seized In Dubl in

An Irish Mass Revolutionary Party?—by Gerry Foley
Irish Demonstrations in U.S. and Canada

United Irish March In New York — by John Breheny
The Debate on Women's Liberation at the Ard Fheis

— by Gerry Foley
The Meaning of the One-Day Ulster Strike
— by Gerry Foley

Joint Actions in Britain Support Irish Struggle
— by Rosemary Sul l ivan

Exi led From Irish Pol itics, Culture
Irish Trotskylsts' Election Policy

Correction

Irish Fighters Denounce U. S. Aid to Britain
— by Gerry Foley

U.S. Irish Oppose Nixon's Support to Britain
— by Fred Burns O'Brien

Local issues Decisive in Elections-by Gerry Foley

Italy
The New VenIce

Government Releases Vaipreda
12,000 March in Rome Against Indochina War
Abortion Fight in Italy
Behind the Vaipreda Cose
Fascists Burn Far-Left Printing House
30,000 in Milan March for Indochina

Reveal CIA Financing of Party
Trotskylsts Hold Meeting in Milan
Trotskylsts Set National Conference
"i i Manifesto" in Sol idarity With Ligue Communiste
Petition for Ligue Communiste
Maoists on Sex

Japan
Chlsso "Compensates" its Victims
Japan's Mounting Challenge to the U. S. in Brazi l
Trotskyists Protest Ban on Ligue Communiste
Rightists Linked to Kim Kidnapping
— by Martha Wlnnocker
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Labour Regime Closes New Zealand to PRG
Trotskyists Say Free Krivine
Committee Demands End to Ban on Ligue Communiste
Antiwar Actions Planned

Park Regime Apologizes for Kim Kidnapping
Trotskyist Leader Dead at 30

Korea, Democratic Republic of (North)
Kim Threatens to Break Off "Unification" Talks

— by George Johnson
■Reunification" Talks Shelved

Norway
Tariq AM Addresses Meeting in Oslo
Minority Quits Labor Party
Interview With a Lapplander
Conference on Colonial ism and Apartheid Held in Oslo

Korea, Republic of (South)
Government Party Retains Control in Elections
Soh Sung's Sentence Reduced to Life
Pork Said Ready to Free Kidnap Victim
Japanese Rightists Linked to Kim Kidnapping

— by Martha Winnacker
Students Stage Demonstration in Seoul

— by George J ohnson
Park Regime Apologizes for Kim Kidnapping
Students Protest Repression
Student Protests Spread
Students Continue Protests
"Reunification" Talks Shelved

Pakistan
Indian Mi l itants' Letter to Pakistani Vanguard
Bhutto Intensifies Witch-hunt
U. S., Iran Keep Watch on Pakistan "Crisis"

— by Al len Myers
New Constitution Launched by Riot, "Plot"
Baluchistan: The Next Bangladesh?

— by Ernest Harsch

Panama
Panama Canal Issue Aired at UN Sessian

— by David ThorstadLaos
Laos, Cambodia Feel Effect of Vietnam Pact

— by David Thorstad
The Laos Cease-Fire and the Indochina Revolution

— by Jon Rothschi ld
Washington Expecting Gains From Laos Agreement

Paraguay
Civi l ized Barbarism Paraguayan Style
Peasant Leader Imprisoned

Peru
Strikes Spreading
"Workers Hold Key to Peru's Future" (Interview with

Hugo Bianco)
Committee Coils for Sol idarity With Chi lean

Victims of J unto
Teachers, Students, Trade Unionists Defy Junta

Lebanon
Government Troops Open Fire on Fedayeen

— by Jon Rothschi ld
Beirut Intensifies Repression of Fedayeen,

Lebanese —by Jon Rothschild
Accord Ends Fedoyeen-Army Clashes

— by Jon Rothschi Id
Regime Ends State of Emergency Philippines

Debate on Constitution Canceled—by Fred Feldman
Marcos's Troops Attack Mindanao Musl ims
Growing Anger at Marcos Dictatorship

— by Antero Nanhaya
Signs of Detente Between Mao and Marcos
Anti-Marcos "Plot" Col lapses in Court
Martial Law Regime Fai ls to Crush Popular

Resistance — by Antero Nanhaya
Pol itical Prisoners in the Phi l ippines

Martinique
Krivine on Speaking Tour

Mexico
Pol ice Assault Antiwar Protesters in Mexico City
U. S. Diplomat Kidnapped, Freed —by David Thorstad
Four Students Ki l led by Pol ice
Army in Antiguerri l la Drive
Trotsky's Coyoocan Home to Be Made Into Museum
Witch-Hunt in Mexico Poland

"Workers Democracy" in Poland
Workers Challenge Bureaucratic RuleMorocco

More Than 300 Oppositionists on Trial
—by Joseph Krasny Portugal

Outcry in Britain Protests London-Lisbon Al l iance
Ten Thousand in London Protest Lisbon's

Wars in Africa
Opposition Quits "Elections"
"Three Marias" on Trial in Lisbon

Mozambique
Outcry in Britain Protests London-Lisbon Al l iance-

Portuguese Troops Murder Hundreds of Civi I ions
More Evidence About Massacre of Civil ians

— by Joanne Smith
Fighters Denounce Portuguese War Crimes Puerto Rico

Laird Says U. S. Navy Wi l l Stay in Culebra
National ists Liven Things Up
Fireman, Electrical Workers Strike
UN Body to Study Puerto Rico Issue
Unrest on the Campus

Netherlands
The Breakdown of "Confessional" Pol itics

— by Gerry Foley (BR)
Parties Agree on New Cabinet

Singapore
Austral ia Tries to Keep Singapore Spy Base

New Zealand
Trotskyists Chart Strategy
Opposition to South African Tour Grows
How to Oppose Raci st Sports Tour
Viet Unionists on Tour
New Zealanders Demand: Free Argentine Prisoners
Support Bui lds for Abortion March —by Kay Goodger
Marches Oppose Racist Tour
Halfway Measures Fai l to Slow Price Rises

— by Mike Goodger
Social ists on New Rise of Feminism
March for Right to Abortion
Labour Party Holds Conference — by Keith Locke

South Africa
Black Strikers Shake Apartheid Regime
Discussion Brings a Year injai i
Opposition to South African Tour Grows in

New Zealand
16 South African Students Banned
Six in South Africa Charged With "Terrorism
New Zealand Marches Oppose Racist Tour
Journal ist Interviews Mandela, Alexander
Vorster's Pol ice Gun Down Miners
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Soviet Union

Evidence of National istic Unrest in Kirgizia
— by Cliff Conner

Soviet Dissident Questions Yokir Rumor

Peking and Moscow Hail the Cease-Fire
— by Jon Rothschild

Dissident Ukrainian Poet Sentenced

A New issue of "Chronicle of Current Events"

— by Marilyn Vogt
First Public Attack on Sokhorov

Soviet Pol iticoi Prisoners in Tribute to Goionskov

Ukrainian Dissident Framed by KGB
Ask Red Cross to Aid Soviet Prisoners

Chornovii Sentenced to Twelve Years

First international Conference to Defend Soviet

Political Prisoners

Dzyubo Sentenced to Five Years in Prison
— by Moriiyn Vogt

Kremlin Joins the Copyright Agreement
Prisoner Writes on Notional Oppression in Ukraine
Ukrainian CP's Denunciation of Former Top

Bureaucrat

Complete Edition of "Bulletin of the Opposition"
issued —by Marilyn Vogt (BR)

Kremlin Pushing "Recantation" Stories
— by Mori iyn Vogt

Kremlin Pours Oi l on Nixon's Troubled Watergate
-by Alien Myers

Brezhnev's Pact With German imperialism
— by Jon Rothschild

Kreml in Threatens Life of imprisoned Dissident
— by Marilyn Vogt
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U. S. Capitalists Roll Out Red Carpet for Brezhnev
— by Dick Roberts
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From "Convergence" to "State Capitalism"

Report Successful Strike in Ukraine
Kreml in Discovers Watergate
Moscow's New Line on Struggle in Chile
— by Gerry Foley
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Ivan Dzyubo's "Recontotjon"

Sudan

imperial ist Envoys Executed in Khartoum
— by Jon Rothschi ld

Nimeiry Launches Witch-Hunt Against Palestinians
— by Jon Rothschi Id
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Thousands March Against War
Massive Antiwar Petition Drive

— by David Thorstad
'Terrorist Low" Proposed
Lapps Sue Government
Trotskyists Hold Third Convention
Pari ioment Votes "Terrorist Low"

Maoists Join Fourth International

"Terrorist Low" to Take Effect May I
Hugo Blanco Arrives in Sweden From Chile
Spying Scandal Exposes Myth of Progressive Sweden
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Switzerland Upholds Bon Against Mandel
Court Rules Against "La Breche"
Geneva SP Against Mandei Ban
Trotsky ists On Question of Abortion
Trotskyists Thwart Bugging
Bourgeoisie Violates its Own Legal ity
The LMR National Convention — by Gerard Vergeat

Increased Exploitation of immigrant Workers

Taiwan

Chiang Arrests Ten at Universities
Britain to Extradite Taiwanese to U. S

Chang Tzu-tsai Given Prison Sentence

Thailand

Students Demand Closing of U.S. Bases
Bangkok Students Moke Regime Bock Down
Moss Student Upsurge Brings Down Government
— by Ernest Horsch

New Regime Maneuvers for Stabil ity
— by Ernest Harsch

The Students and the New Regime —by Ernest Harsch
Students, Workers Continue Mobil ization

— by Ernest Harsch

Turkey
Government Steps Up Repression
Political Prisoners Tortured

Pari lament Balks at the Generals' Candidate

Deadlock in Turkey
Former Novoi Chief Elected President

Defendants Charge Torture
Generals Continue Show Trials

Elections Reflect Continued instabi l ity
Spain
Franco's Police Fire on Striking Workers
April Events in Catalonia Show Broadening
Mi l itancy (interview With a Trotskyist Leader)

Trotskyists Hoi i Ligue Communiste
Franco's Pol ice Arrest Opposition Leaders
Pol itical Prisoners Face Death Penalty

United States

Antiwar Forces Respond to New Escalation
Laird Says U.S. Navy Wil l Stay in Cuiebro
USLA Plans Campaign on Bolivian Prisoners
The Truth About Truman —by Fred Feidman
A Tip on the Horses
"Pentagon Papers" Case is On Again
U. S. Seeks to Deport Three Iranians
Pamphlet Scores U. S. CP on Czech Trials (BR)
100,000 in Washington Roar Protest Against War
Thousands Join Local Antiwar Protests

Nixon's War Against Freedom of the Press
— by Fred Feldmon

Phase 3 —More of the Some-by Ed Smith
Puerto Ricon National ists Liven Things Up
Banker Goes Honest

The Role of the Antiwar Movement — by Fred Feidman
Austroiian Boycott Shook Even State Department
— by Sol Salby

Gus Hai l Lays One on Harry Bridges
— by Frank Loveii

The Hei r

Sri Lanka

Ceylon CP Expels Two Leaders
Ceylon and the Heaiy School of Falsification
— by Jayo Vithono

A Big Business the Regime Tolerates
Letter from Jailed Sri Lanka Women

Ceylon Mercantile Union's "Demands in Defence of
the People"

On the History of the Ceylon Mercantile Union
— by Roshon Peiris

Moves to Heal CP Rift Sti i i Unsuccessful

Petition in Defense of Democracy in Ceylon
London Protest Against Ceylon Repression
Scholars Denounce Ceylon Repression
CP Expels Two "Soft-Liners"
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— by Fred Feldman
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Watergate Stench Envelops Nixon Staff
— by Fred Feldman
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Babak Zahraie Defeats Deportation Effort
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Publ ic Backs Indians

Antiwar Protests Greet Thieu's Visit

Meat Boycott Protests Inflation —by Fred Feldman
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Food Price Gouge — by NatWeinstein

U. S. Anti-Allende Plots Traced to 1964 —by Allen Myers
Report Nixon Aides May Be Indicted —by Allen Myers
Japan's Mounting Challenge to the U. S. In Brazi l
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More Nixon Aides Named in Watergate Scandal
— by Allen Myers

How Nixon Found His "Silent Majority"
Watergate Burglars Used Against Ellsberg
Dean Reported Ready to Testify Against Nixon
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USLA Calls for Defense of Argentine Prisoners
Britain to Extradite Taiwanese to U.S.

Sectarians Attempt to "Bury" CP
Congress Asked to Set Start of War
More Nixon Aides Caught Up in Watergate Flood
— by Allen Myers

United Action Defends U.S.-Irish Against
Repression

Group Defends Brazi l ian Prisoners
Wounded Knee Occupation Ends
Watergate Was Nothing Unusual for Nixon Gang
— by Allen Myers

Kremlin Pours Oil on Nixon's Troubled Watergate
— by Allen Myers
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Nixon OutI ines Watergate Whitewash Strategy
— by Allen Myers

Washington Antiwar March Set for June 16

White House Directs Secret "Watergate" Network
— by Allen Myers

Nixon's Defenses Fal l ing One by One
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U. S. Capital ists Rol l Out Red Carpet for Brezhnev
— by Dick Roberts

Two-Thirds Think Nixon Guilty in Watergate
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Not Al l Horseplay in Nixon, Brezhnev's TV Show
— by Jon RothschiId
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Nixon Planning "Last-Ditch" Watergate Defense
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Party Statement)
Nixon Under Pressure to Testify on Watergate
— by Allen Myers

FBI Helped Organize Terrorist Group
Nixon in Seclusion as Scandals Mount

— by Allen Myers
The Radical ization Then and Now (Interview With
James P. Cannon)

Feliciano Frame-Up Trial Set for September 4

Scholars Denounce Ceylon Repression
Nixon's Defense Team Fumbles Its Assignment
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New Light Shed on Kent State Massacre
Behind the Expansion of Soviet-U. S. Trade
— by Dick Roberts

Watergate Cover-Up Comes Further Unstuck
— by Allen Myers

Behind the Rise of the Teamsters Union

— by Allen Myers (BR)
Nixon Seen as Outstanding Example
Iranian Students Protest Shah's U. S. Visit

Nixon's Cover-Up Seen as "Desperate Gamble"
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Trotskyists Sue Watergate Gang
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Nixon Regime Pleads Innocence in Chile
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Behind the Watergate Scandal —by Allen Myers
The Evidence So Far: Nixon's Undercover Gang—I
The Evidence So Far: Nixon's Undercover Gang — 1 1
What Nixon Contributors Got for Their $60

Mi l l ion — I

Correction

What Nixon Contributors Got for Their $60

Mil I ion — I I

The Nixon Gang and the Labor Fakers — I
The Nixon Gang and the Labor Fakers— I I
The Nixon Gang and the Labor Fakers— I I I
Plumbers and Presidents: The Roots of the

Crisis— I

Plumbers and Presidents: The Roots of the

Crisis — I I

What the Crisis Means for the Left
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Why Spiro Agnew "Copped a Plea" —by Allen Myers
Kissinger Gets Prize —For Bombing?
Why Nixon Fired Watergate Prosecutor
— by Al l en Myers

Storm of Anger Over Watergate Shakes Washington
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Gus Hal l , a Prophet Scorned
But Can They Find an "Alternative" to Nixon?
— by Al l en Myers

Kreml in Discovers Watergate
SWP Says "No" to Healyites
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Kissinger Wingding
Debate Continues: What Should Be Done With Nixon?

— by Alien Myers
Unions Launch Campaign to Impeach Nixon
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Campaigning for the Arab Side —by Dave Frankei
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Life Under the Bombing
Hanoi, Havana Deplore Sino-Soviet Rift
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Concern for Saigon Pol itical Prisoners
Thieu Prepares for "Free Elections"
Fear Liquidation of Thieu's Prisoners
Saigon's Prisoners Face Torture
Thieu Violates Accords on Al l Sides

Thieu Continues to Violate Cease-Fire

Thieu's Violations of Cease-FIre Mount

Thieu's New Attacks Hove U. S. Back ing
— by Fred Feldmon

Viet Prisoners Tel l of Treatment

Uruguay
Tupamaro Leader on Trial in Montevideo
Mi l itary Puts Tupamaro Leader on Trial
Bordaberry Dissolves Congress. CNT
— by David Thorstad

Bordaberry Fails to Holt General Strike
CNT Leadership Calls Off General Strike
— by David Thorstad

Class-Struggle Wing in CNT
ERP, MIR, Tupamaros Sign Joint Pledge
Mi l itary Occupies University of Montevideo

Yugoslavia
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Venezuela
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